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PRINCIPAL’S
REPORT

WELCOME TO THE NEW UNLEY HIGH SCHOOL
YEARBOOK FOR

2021

The Yearbook has been a long-standing tradition at Unley
High School dating almost back to its inception in 1910. While
technology has changed, the Yearbook still provides a wonderful
vehicle to celebrate and honour the adventures, the learning and
the participation across the school year. The new online format will
make the Yearbook more accessible to our whole school community.
I would also like to thank our Yearbook team for their work collating
the academic, sporting, cultural and social successes of Unley High
School in 2021.

At Unley High School we offer a wide range of programs and even
in this difficult second year of the Covid-19 pandemic, students’
participation is showcased in the following pages. Our students
blossom in the variety of co-curricular activities and often expand
their areas of interest and skill. Activities include the Duke of
Edinburgh Award, debating, drama productions, public speaking,
vocal groups, concert band, music ensembles, coding club, arts
week, space school and curriculum competitions. State and national
competitions, like those with a focus on STEM subjects, offer
students a chance to test their skills and creative thinking. Camps
support the curriculum and foster social development. This year
these included the Year 8 Orientation Camps, Rowing and various
Outdoor Education camps. Tours are run to complement learning
in languages, arts, humanities or design and technology. The range
of cultural events, sports and physical challenges, exhibitions and
plays is inclusive and varied. In addition there is the French Bilingual/
Binational Program and STEM curriculum.
In spite of the pandemic, we have still been able to offer an
excellent range of sports for students, focusing on participation
and engagement. Sports include badminton, basketball, cricket,
football, indoor soccer, soccer, table tennis, tennis, touch football
and volleyball. Students access knockout team competitions and
elite individual events such as surf lifesaving or athletics. Fun-based
carnivals are also on offer. Unley is involved in interschool swimming
and athletics carnivals and we send volleyball and basketball teams
interstate for Australian schools championships. Rowing is strong in
both an extra-curricular sport and as a specialized subject. As part of
the International Student Program through International Education

Services, the school hosts overseas students in both short and
long-stay situations. This was the largest program in the state with
more than 60 students choosing to stay in Australia to complete
their education when overseas borders closed. We also operate a
LINK Program for students with physical disabilities. This provides
a structured transition into secondary education for those students
from Adelaide West Special Education Centre.
Student agency continues to grow stronger through the Student
Voice Committee and our School Prefects who are elected annually
by their peers. Student Voice encourages student participation in
decision making and enables students to get involved with the wider
community. This includes widening the range of activities and services
available to students. The group liaises between students and staff,
and represents the students of Unley High School on Governing
Council and its committees. The Student Voice Committee makes
an impact in our school via its five action teams of Curriculum and
Learning, Student Wellbeing, School Environment and Facilities,
School Image and Promotions, Events and Community Connections.
Unley High School parents are also heavily connected and involved
in our school. The Governing Council, Greek Parent Council, the
Parent Voice Committee, and the Rowing Club all work actively
alongside staff. The Greek Parent Council continues to raise funds
to support the school and our Rowing parents are the envy of all
other programs for the support they give and their commitment to
make the club successful for our students.
At the heart of our school is the quality of the teaching and
learning that occurs each day. Learning tasks reflect the Australian
Curriculum, SACE and VET curricula and the outcomes of student
work are highlighted throughout this book.
I wish all members of the Unley High School community the very
best for 2022 and for those graduating this year the very best for
the future, and trust you will enjoy the memories included in this
Yearbook of 2021.
Mr Greg Rolton
Principal

GOVERNING
COUNCIL REPORT
GOVERNING COUNCIL REPORT
Although 2021 started with a lot of uncertainty around the way the
pandemic may continue to affect our lives, we very quickly settled
into what everyone is referring to as the “new normal”. We were
very fortunate here in South Australia that our leaders and healthcare
professionals were able to reduce risk and maintain a very high standard
of care, which enabled us to continue learning at school although we
were ready with our online learning plans at any given time.
The building works for our brand new facilities commenced mid-year
and it has certainly progressed very well and will be completed and in
full operation for the commencement of 2022. Amidst the hustle and
bustle of the capital works our school leadership and teaching staff were
able to maintain the very high standard of teaching which is evident
from the great results achieved by our students. The new Unley High
School main reception area opened in Term 4 and is very modern and
welcoming to anyone who visits the school.
Unley High School had its first transition visits of the 2022 Year 7 and
8 students in the last quarter and the excitement of welcoming the first
cohort of Year 7’s to the school is certainly tangible. Our leadership
team has done an exceptional job in preparing the school for these new
students as well as accommodating enrolments for students as a result
of the increased school zone with the reclassification of the Springbank
Secondary College as a specialist school. We are confident that our
increased teaching staff will be able to continue providing exceptional
standards of teaching.
Unley High School underwent an assessment of its learning programs
and structures to become one of only five public schools in South
Australia to offer the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma. Due to
the excellent work of leadership with support from various parent and
teacher groups we successfully achieved the certification. Preparations

for the establishment of the learning structures at Unley is well underway
and we hope to start offering the IB Diploma to prospective students
soon.
Sport activities re-commenced at a slow pace and students were able
to partake in some extra-curricular activities. The most notable was the
Head of the River rowing regatta held with severe restrictions, however
our rowers performed well across the various events even though
training was very limited during the year due to restrictions.
Unley High School staff has continued to remain stable this year under
the leadership of Mr Greg Rolton as Principal and his support team and
we will be welcoming a new group of staff next year in conjunction
with the new cohort of Year 7’s. The Governing Council would like to
thank all management and staff involved in maintaining a high level of
education and support for our students and are confident that we will
continue to do so in years to come.
We have welcomed some new faces to the Governing Council and said
farewell to others. The Governing Council would like to thank school
staff, volunteers and students for their willingness to be a part of the
ongoing school governance activities and highly value all contributions.
Mr Heinz Schwarzer
Governing Council Chair
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STUDENT

VOICE
COUNCIL

THE SCHOOL’S VALUES HAVE ALL BEEN IN
EVIDENCE

Student Voice Council has gone from strength to strength in 2021. Remaining with the action team format, students have continued to come
together across all year levels to achieve objectives through a common interest.
February saw the traditional induction assembly welcome our new members, at which they took their oath of office in front of the school community.
In the weeks that followed, the head and deputy head prefects facilitated an induction day, at which members of SVC engaged in team-building
activities, in addition to working with their action team leaders to set the year’s goals and directions.
The school values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and Community were evident in all that the SVC undertook this year, with a wide range of
successful initiatives coming to fruition through the hard work of the five action teams.
Next year, Unley High School will experience an historic double intake of both Year 7’s and 8’s, taking place as a result of the state-wide Year 7 to
high school transition. In light of this change, the SVC leadership have grasped the opportunity and have already begun promoting and planning
for the recruitment of council members from our new cohort – making 2022 the first year that Year 7 and 8 students will be involved from the
commencement of the year.
Mr Shane Peterer
SVC Coordinator

DEPUTY HEAD PREFECTS

HEAD PREFECTS
Curriculum and Learning

School Image and Promotion

This year has been a wild ride for all students and especially the members
of SVC. Getting the Study Group up and running, sticking to our desired
goals with quizzes and various events and still managing to have a good
time certainly had us busy. This year, we started the Study Group that
provided a comfortable environment in which students could seek out
the help and advice from senior students. Additionally, we organised
quizzes for Harmony and Science Week. We promoted extra-curricular
learning activities and competitions all throughout the year. Towards the
end of Term 4 during senior exams, we supported the Year 12 students
with a free breakfast club that handed out fruit. Overall, this year was
very exciting and we look forward to what the team will achieve next
year.

The challenges of 2021 and life with a pandemic still couldn’t stop
School Image and Promotion from doing all they could to service the
school! Our team has been quite proud of what we were able to achieve
despite the many constraints placed upon us and our ability to meet in
person. Overall we were so thankful for being able to film and promote
the Greek Spring Dance as well as being able to continue the pursuit for
a school beanie. Many ideas were brought to the table at the beginning
of the year and what we weren't able to accomplish this year has most
definitely inspired us for 2022. We can’t wait to swing back into action
again and have some SVC fun!

Tamara Jakovljevic and Mya de Ruyter
Year 11 Students

Scout Sylva-Richardson
Year 11 Student

School Environment and Facilities
Events and Community Connections
During this year in Events and Community Connections we did the
200th Greek Independence Day celebration, for which we held
activities in the Rose Garden and Greek dancing. We sold coffee
and hot chocolates as well as having a reconciliation walk in the
Rose Garden for NAIDOC week. We also launched the foreign
languages club and the talking with Aussies program. Then at the
end of the year we set up the door decorating competition between
home groups.
Sabriel Grover
Year 9 Student

The School Environment and Facilities SVC Committee implemented
many improvements for the school community such as removing the
plastic hot food containers in the canteen, having a lights out day
during sustainability week and raising money for OzHarvest. Our
team has worked hard on educating students and staff by creating
digital sustainable posters with information about the environment and
climate change, bringing awareness to these issues. Many other school
improvement ideas were discussed, but unfortunately the year came to
an end faster than expected. We can't wait for 2022, when we will
welcome new members to our committee and formulate new ideas to
promote sustainability, and ultimately, make Unley High School a safer
and more ethical environment.
Leelu Isaacs, Maya Mekawy and Tessa John
Year 9 and 10 Students

Student Wellbeing
Undoubtedly this year has been a successful year for the Student
Wellbeing action team. All team members would agree that we have
been able to tackle our major goals through group collaboration and
persistence. Persistence has been really important to us as it has been
such a whirlwind of a year. At the start of the year we all brought different
ideas to the action team but it was apparent that our goals ranged in
attainability. After refining our list of ideas we came to the conclusion
that we would like to focus on Bullying No Way Day, Bandana Day and
creating an ‘Affirmation Box’. All of these projects had one commonality
— targeting the issues affecting the wellbeing of Unley students, which
made the projects purposeful and rewarding.
Alice Porter
Year 10 Student
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INTERNATIONAL
BACCALAUREATE
UNLEY BECOMES AN
IB WORLD SCHOOL

In June, Unley High School became only the third South Australian state
school to be recognised as an International Baccalaureate World School.
Congratulations were delivered in person to staff and students by IBDP
Coordinator, Christina Tedesco, the Minister for Education, the Hon.
John Gardner MP, Member for Unley, the Hon. David Pisoni MP and
Member for Elder, the Hon. Carolyn Power MP.
Unley will offer the world recognised International Baccalaureate
Diploma Program (IB Dip) from the start of 2022. The program
encourages breadth and depth of learning during a rigorous two-year
program. Students are encouraged to become active, compassionate
lifelong learners. Interested Year 10’s were able to apply to join the
program.
The International Baccalaureate is a non-profit foundation headquartered
in Geneva, Switzerland. It was founded in 1968.

After two years of preparation, Unley staff and students are
excited to begin.
Mr Andy Vinter
Assistant Principal

PARENT
VOICE

COMMITTEE

VOICES HAVE BEEN
HEARD

The Parent Voice Committee continued to fulfil our vision of promoting
the role of parents within the Unley High School Community, with the
participation of more than 20 parents throughout 2021.
Discussions have ranged across a wide range of topics including the
introduction of Year 7 to high school next year, helping parents to
connect via social media and improving our access to the uniform shop.
It was a privilege to speak to the group about our new House names.
Some members reflected on their own experience of houses at Unley
High School as students, in the very room we were discussing the
changes!

We farewelled several long-standing members, including
Edwin Fernandez and Cia Ellis, as their students graduated
this year.
Mr Chris Martin
Assistant Principal

MINISTER FOR EDUCATION JOHN GARDNER SNAPS A PHOTO WITH MEMBER FOR ELDER CAROLYN
POWER, IBDP COORDINATOR CHRISTINA TEDESCO (CENTRE), MEMBER FOR UNLEY DAVID PISONI,
AND UNLEY STUDENTS.

SCHOOL HOUSES
NEW HOUSES FOR 2022 AND BEYOND
The arrival of Year 7’s next year presented an exciting opportunity to
redesign our House system. In 2022 we will transition from four to five
houses, with new names. The school will also expand the functioning
of the House system beyond Sports Day to other aspects of school life.
In December we were proud to announce our new House names and
colours – Gillard (Green), Halbert (Blue), O’Donoghue (Purple), Smart
(Yellow) and Vincent (Red). All students will be assigned a House at the
beginning of the 2022 school year.
House names have been changed at least four times in our school’s
history, with previous names including Oliphant, Gates, Giles, Kitchener,
Kyre and Mills.

Gillard – Julia Gillard AC, graduated
1979, former Prime Minister of Australia.

Moves for this change began two years ago.
In planning it we developed a list of criteria
for the new names:
•
•
•
•

an Old Scholar
an excellent ambassador of Unley High School and our Values
(Excellence, Respect, Community, Diversity)
has made a significant contribution to the community
balance of gender and fields of expertise to acknowledge and value
Diversity and Excellence

School Archivist and Old Scholar Stephen Murphy submitted a separate
proposal in March of this year, in which he argued this time of change
in the school presented an opportunity to restructure the House system
and for new Houses to adopt the names of Old Scholars. He stated:
“Naming a House after a former student who has excelled brilliantly in
their life and career gives students that direct and powerful inspiration
that they too can go on to achieve great things in their life after high
school.”
While researching our Old Scholar community we discovered a rich
variety of potential candidates meeting all of the above criteria from
a wide range of fields. We consulted with staff and the Parent Voice
Committee to develop a shortlist of 10 names. These names along
with information about each of the candidates were then presented to
students for a vote. Finally, all staff voted on the names.

Halbert – John Halbert AM MBE,

graduated 1954, Australian Football Hall
of Fame.

Mr Chris Martin
Assistant Principal

O’Donoghue – Lowitja Lois

O’Donoghue AC CBE, graduated 1947,
social justice advocate.

Smart – Jeffrey Smart AO, graduated
1939, artist.

Vincent

– Kelly Vincent, graduated
2006, playwright, actor, former politician,
disability rights advocate.
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NEW BUILD

$32.5M REBUILD HAS TRANSFORMED THE
SCHOOL
By December, the school’s transformative $32.5 million New Build
project, which began in mid-2018, was nearing completion. Most of
the construction equipment, materials and workers which have been
prominent features of the school in 2021, have departed the site, leaving
brand new buildings, facilities and spaces.
Among the new spaces is the almost-finished COLA – Covered Outdoor
Learning Area – erected where the old Technology Studies and Home
Economics buildings were. Those original buildings, used by countless
Unley students since 1960, were consigned to scrap!
Design and Technology workshops are now housed in the new threestorey building which also contains state-of-the-art classrooms, new
facilities for Visual Arts, kitchens and café shop front.
Another massive transformation has been the conversion of the former
administration block to a new staffroom and the simultaneous creation
of a new two-storey Student Services, Reception and Administration
block. Opened in May, these are now positioned at the front of the
school with access to Reception directly off Kitchener Street.
The original Reception and Administration area had also functioned
since 1960. One of last distinguished visitors to be entertained by
Principal Greg Rolton in his old office, in March, was State Governor, His
Excellency Hieu Van Le.

TAKING A LOOK AT THE NEW COLA SITE – FOREGROUND: LEFT DEPUTY PRINCIPAL JENNY JOHNS AND
PRINCIPAL GREG ROLTON; BACKGROUND: LEFT, PRINCIPAL’S PA RACHEL HARTVIGSEN AND BUSINESS
LEADER IBI KANELLOS.

The project has been completed in three phases, and was expanded
when the State Government announced that Year 7 would become part
of high school education from 2022, adding an estimated 450 students
to the school enrolment.
The project also includes new science laboratories, new Wellbeing
centre, new Fitness Centre and gym refit.
Project Manager has been Assistant Principal, Toby Watts. The project
is part of the State Government’s Building Better Schools program. The
architects are Thomson Rossi.
Mr Stephen Murphy
Editor

THE OLD TECHNOLOGY STUDIES AND HOME ECONOMICS BLOCKS
ARE NO MORE, REPLACED BY THE COLA.

THE NEW THREE-STOREY BUILDING GOING UP AND UP.

DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT THESE ARE FOR?
WE’LL FIND OUT NEXT YEAR!

RECEPTIONIST JANE PENDLEBURY SETS UP
HER NEW HOME.

THEN STATE GOVERNOR HIS EXCELLENCY HIEU VAN LE WAS ONE OF THE LAST
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS TO PRINCIPAL GREG ROLTON IN THE OLD ADMINISTRATION
BLOCK.

WHAT TIME IS IT?

THE SCHOOL’S ORIGINAL RECEPTION SEEING
OUT ITS FINAL DAYS.

UNLEY HIGH SCHOOL
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COVID-19

COVID CALMS IN 2021
After the world-wide drama wrought by the Covid-19 pandemic in
2020, including at Unley High School, 2021, thankfully, was a little
calmer.
Everyone’s understanding of the virus’s behaviour, and governments’
and the community’s responses to it, had developed markedly since
the beginnings of the pandemic in early 2020. By early this year
at the school, face masks, hand sanitiser, social distancing, online
teaching and learning, were familiar to all. Additional daily “deep
cleaning” was continuing and “Delta” – the new Delta variant was the word on everyone’s lips. In Terms 1 and 2, fortunately,
little disruption to normal school life occurred. The world also had
vaccines and some borders remained closed.
A community outbreak during Term 3, however, brought us back to
earth. Within a day, the school was part of a broader state lockdown.
From Wednesday, July 7 until Tuesday, July 13, Unley High School
was closed. The only learning was again on-line.
One important school event affected for the second year was the
Year 12 Graduation, which fell on Friday, October 22. Rather than
being the traditional whole-of-school event, as in 2020 it was
attended only by the Year 12 students and their families. Also as in
2020, it was live-streamed.
The pandemic also continued to affect school’s International Student
Program. The program remained in a “holding pattern” with only a
limited number of new enrolments.

Tim Graham has been covid-cleaning at the school
since early 2020. “I mainly stick to the things that
everybody touches,” he says.
The Year 9 cohort also saw the cancellation of their skip trip,
Community Care Project and Year 9 Presentations.
When the school re-opened, mask-wearing, which had been
optional, was mandatory, decreed by the state government.
Face masks remained mandatory until a further government
announcement to make them optional from Monday, October 25.
By year’s end, there was a new Covid-19 variant in the world,
“Omicron”, which had arrived in South Australia. Fortunately, Term
4 ended without further disruption, before Omicron could wreak
any havoc.
Although Australian state and territory borders are re-opening
in December, a high percentage of Australians including South
Australians have been “double vaccinated”. Everyone, including
Unley students and staff, are hopeful of an even less disturbed 2022.
Mr Stephen Murphy
Editor

We were still “stopping the spread” in 2021. Available
in the new Student Services, a ready supply of the two
covid staples – face masks and hand sanitiser.

YEAR 8

REPORT

AN EXCITING 2021 IN THIS MILESTONE YEAR
What an exciting year it has been in the lives of the class of 2021. The
transition to secondary education is a milestone in any young person’s
life and all students faced the challenges that come with this process
with fortitude, setting themselves up for a successful 2022 and beyond.
I congratulate our Year 8 students on the flexibility they have shown as
they navigated the building works and trust that everyone is looking
forward to utilising the new Year 9 space to its fullest next year.
Now, more than ever, the decisions made by our young people towards
their education will either positively or negatively impact their futures.
At Unley High School, students are encouraged to choose the former
and every effort is made to support them to do so.
To support the transition to high school, an extended transition week
took place which incorporated the assistance of external agencies such
as the Carly Ryan Foundation, Headspace and SAPOL. In addition,
a range of activities were held to support the fostering of safe and
supportive relationships. Students thrived during the activities session
on the oval. It was a treat to see just how far they could throw a water
balloon without dropping it!
Term 1 Year 8 is arguably one of the busiest terms experienced at high
school. Swimming Carnival, Year 8 Camp and Sports Day are just a few

of the significant activities that take place. Pleasingly, we saw great
levels of participation at all of these events and our Year 8 students really
led by example by displaying positive attitudes and a ‘can do’ approach.
We know that positive student centred outcomes are best achieved in
collaboration. Along with parents and caregivers, peers and significant
mentors, 254 Year 8’s across 10 home groups have been guided through
this pivotal year by a dedicated group of pastoral care teachers - Ms
Sharon Robertson, Ms Ashleigh Miller, Ms Narelle Burns, Ms Emily
Paterson, Ms Lizzie Taylor, Mr Brendan Whittenbury, Ms Fiona Pettinau,
Ms Amanda Bennett, Ms Bec Prior, Mr Matthew Jamieson, Ms Melanie
Simpson, Ms Mailyn Thomas, Ms Leigh-Anne Williams, Ms Amelia
Dawkins, Ms Alyce Spicer, Mr Michael Bammann, Ms Gemma Salvestro,
Ms Lisa Stephenson, Mr Andrew Wooden, Ms Sally Clarke, and Mr
Steve Bettess.
With the assistance of Ms Amanda Bennett, it has been a pleasure
assisting this group of Year 8’s through their transition into high school
and I wish them all the very best as the progress to Year 9.
Mr Joshua Whitwell
Year 8 Manager

UNLEY HIGH SCHOOL
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YEAR 8

SWIMMING CARNIVAL
CARNIVAL MADE A BIG SPLASH
On Wednesday, February 10 all Year 8 students
ventured across to Urrbrae Agricultural High
School to take part in the highly anticipated Year 8
Swimming Carnival.
In what was a perfect day for swimming, students
competed in Home Groups to take out the coveted
home group prize of a pizza party! I am pleased to
report that the day was extremely successful and
thoroughly enjoyed by students and staff. There
were terrific displays of sportsmanship, comradery,
team work, and participation was at an all-time high.
The day would not be complete without the
pinnacle event - the staff versus students relay. After
a defeat at the hands of a very talented student
team in 2020, the staff were out for revenge and
put together a very strong team including Ms Hollis,
Mr Rolton, Ms Miller and Mr Lee. After reviewing a
photo finish, the stewards determined the race too
close to call and awarded the race to the staff by
default, causing much student uproar!
For students who wanted to challenge themselves
throughout the day, the 50m events helped
them earn points to go towards the individual
championship awards. The winners of those awards
were:

GIRLS
PLACING		NAME		POINTS
1st		

Felicity Cox

40

2nd		

Scarlett Shanks

20

3rd		

Zara Branson

14

BOYS
PLACING		NAME		POINTS
1st		

Sebastian Varella

38

2nd		

Flynn Sullivan

16

=3rd		

Adam Belcher

12

=3rd		

Lachlan Pfitzner

12

A huge thanks must go to the Year 11 Peer Support students
who planned and assisted the HPE faculty in running the
day. Their support to the Year 8’s on a day that is designed
around developing relationships and having fun, was
instrumental. Also, a special mention must go to the Year
8 Home Group teachers who cheered and supported the
students all day long.
Mr Tom Keough
Health and Physical Education Coordinator

YEAR 8

CAMP
WOODHOUSE WAS A GREAT EXPERIENCE
Despite Term 1 already being very busy for students, Year 8 Camp is a
hugely important aspect of the transition to high school.

caregivers for entrusting your young people with us and also to the
teachers who willingly gave up their time to support their students.

This year, for the first time, students attended Woodhouse Activity
Centre in the Adelaide Hills where they spent two days and one night
engaged in a range of activities designed to foster the formation of
friendships and strengthen an already robust transition process.

Mr Joshua Whitwell

Year Level Leader – Year 8

Highlights were the famous Woody’s Challenge Hill and laser skirmish.
At the conclusion of the two days, students spoke very highly of their
time on camp. They were clearly exhausted by the experience which
was evidenced by the comparatively quieter bus ride home.
Upon our return to school it was clear that our Year 8 students had
become closer as a cohort. I am pleased to be able to report that camp
was a great success. I am also particularly grateful to the parents and

UNLEY HIGH SCHOOL
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YEAR 9
REPORT

A HARD-WORKING AND DEDICATED COHORT
Year 9 is always an interesting year for this cohort as both high school
students and maturing adolescents. Being no longer the babies of the
school but also not yet part of the senior school uniquely positions the
students to explore how they belong within our school community.
They rose to the challenge of increased academic standards in each of
their subjects, enjoyed the freedom of choosing more elective subjects
and made wider social connections. I am very proud of the growth
demonstrated by the Year 9’s this year, and the way in which they have
navigated another year of Covid challenges.
Term 1 commenced smoothly for our group, beginning the year with
a successful transition to Year 9. Not only did our Year 9’s do a great
job of mentoring and supporting our Year 8’s, they also demonstrated
school pride through their significant participation and success in Sports
Day. With Covid under control, they enjoyed an uninterrupted term of
learning both core and elective subjects, with many opting for extracurricular activities as well.
Term 2 brought a different challenge beginning with the Year 9 students
undertaking NAPLAN, an opportunity that last year’s cohort of Year 9’s
were unable to have. As a group, our students made us proud, applying
their knowledge of literacy and numeracy to the new and unseen
context of the NAPLAN questions - for the last time, as their NAPLAN
journey has now reached its end.
Term 3 threw us back into Covid chaos with the term commencing with
a snap lockdown. It was both pleasing and encouraging to see how
the students tackled this disruption to their routine. They did not view
it merely an extension of their school holidays but instead knuckled
down and actively participated in their online learning. It is thanks to
their dedication and hard work during this time that we were able to
smoothly transition back to face-to-face learning without any hiccups.
The Year 9’s continued to demonstrate what a hard-working and
dedicated cohort they are well into Term 4, even as the year began to
wind down and motivation started to dry up. As a group they continued
to strive for excellence to the very end of the year. This is supported

by the enormous number of Year 9 students who were recognised in
the awards ceremony for their various achievements, including (but not
limited to) academic achievement, academic excellence, contribution
to the sports and service to the school. I was proud to be a part of
celebrating successful learning in a different way this year, with a small
selection of students recognised for their outstanding commitment
to their learning. Congratulations in particular to Andile Ndlovu and
Addison McLeod who were the recipients of the Zealand Cup in
recognition of their outstanding sportsmanship, and Morgan Frost who
won the Year 9 Outstanding Student award.
Disappointingly, Covid-19 continued to impact school events, resulting
in the cancellation of events that our students were looking forward
to, such as the ski trip, the Year 9 Presentations, and the Community
Care Project. Nevertheless, one Year 9 group took it upon themselves
to give back to the community by enacting their own ‘compassion
project’, creating backpacks of activities for teenagers in the Women’s
and Children’s Hospital over the school holidays. Supported by their
English teacher Ms Melanie Simpson and homegroup teachers Ms Jenny
Brisbane and Mr Adam Wallace, Homegroup 9713 sought donations
from nearby businesses, contributed their own earnings from chores
around the family home, and purchased and packed the backpacks
themselves. I was honoured to accompany them to the Women’s and
Children’s hospital to hand over their donation, and hear about the
positive impact their gesture will have on the young people in hospital
over the holidays.
It has been an absolute pleasure to have been the caretaker of this Year
9 group throughout Term 4. A huge thank you needs to be given to Ms
Alice Herrmann for her support of the Year 9’s through Terms 1 to 3,
and Assistant Principal Mr Chris Martin for his guidance of this cohort
across the whole year.

I wish every student the best for their future, and a
successful transition into Year 10 and the senior school.
Ms Alyce Spicer
Year 9 Manager

Year 9’s with the backpacks they donated to the Women’s and Children’s Hospital for teenage patients.

YEAR 10
REPORT

IT’S ABOUT THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

2021 was an exciting year for our Year 10 cohort with their first insight
into SACE and trying to find their way regarding their future pathway.
The year started with a strong focus on the school values of Excellence,
Respect, Diversity and Community. Our pastoral care focus saw
students brainstorming what these values looked like, sounded like and
felt like, and how students could be active members in enacting these
values within the school community. One of our teachers, Ms Eliana
Mappouridou-Hockley, organised a community project with a number
of our Year 10 students in homegroup where students finished marking
soft dolls to be donated to the Women’s and Children’s Hospital. This
project was a great way to demonstrate the empathy and care for the
community that many of our Year 10’s possess.

With Year 10 at a close, the cohort are now looking forward to embarking
on their Stage 1 adventure in 2022. This part of their education is where
learners become much more in control of their pathways exploring
things like SACE, IB, VET or other alternate pathways.

We wish all of them the best of luck for their ﬁnal two
years of secondary schooling.
Ms Brooke McIntyre
Year 10 Manager

Sports Day was an exciting opportunity for our Year 10’s to showcase
their talents in a number of formal and novelty events as well as their
creative costume design representing their Houses. It was great to see
students coming together for a bit of friendly competition and the
community that fostered within a less formal setting. It would appear
that Kyre showed the strongest commitment on the day, with this House
taking the Sports Day Shield for 2021.
This year the Unley High School community lost a classmate, a friend
and a brother, Samim Shaikh. Samim was admired by his peers for
being a friendly, warm-hearted, humorous and cheerful person. In his
presence, he would put smiles on all of his friends’ faces and seeing
his cheeky smile made many of them that much more overjoyed to be
at Unley. He truly had a kind and beautiful soul and was a person that
comforted his friends when they were sad or angry. He supported them
in anything that they did and always made them feel included. Samim
will be remembered as someone who has changed their lives and a
person who helped shape them into the people they are today. A group
of students led a memorial service for Samim which involved the Unley
High School community as well as his family. The service highlighted
how truly grateful the Unley High School community was for having
had Samim in their lives and how he will be a cherished part of their
memories forever.
Students also had the opportunity to explore their future pathways
through a goal setting focus in their first SACE compulsory subject,
Personal Learning Plan. Through the Personal Learning Plan, students
set academic and personal goals and explored potential pathways for
their future that aligned to their interests and strengths. This process
helped many of them shape their subject selections for Stage 1 in 2022.
Work experience provided an exciting opportunity for our Year 10’s to
get some real insight into what it’s like to be a part of the workforce.
There was a wide range of occupations investigated by this cohort
including disability, health care, ICT, education, trades, creative arts and
many more. Upon their arrival back at school after their placements,
students reflected on work experience with their pastoral care teachers.
It would appear that it was an invaluable experience. The importance
of work experience for our Year 10’s was made clear by their reflective
comments including, “The opportunity to work with severely disabled
children at work experience and helped me realise how truly fortunate
I am.”
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YEAR 11
REPORT

YEAR 11’S WILL HEAD INTO 2022 ON A
POSITIVE NOTE
The year 2021 has been full of surprises, challenges and most of all, new
experiences for Year 11’s. Beginning full-time SACE/VET studies was a
very exciting and nerve-racking experience for most of the students.
The transition from Year 10 to Year 11 was challenging, as a lot of
the students found it hard to adjust to the workload and pressure that
comes with being in the Senior School. Stage 2 Research Project was
an additional challenge, with many students also finding it difficult to
manage its multiple components.
To help with t his stress, Year 11 students engaged in a mindfulness
program in Pastoral Care, where they listened to wellbeing presentations
by the Developing Minds psychology team. The information proved
highly useful to the students as they applied this to their daily routines.
Sports Day is always a highlight, and this year was no different. The Year
11’s had the chance to showcase their skills in order to later become
candidates for Sports Captains in 2022. This was the last Sports Day
with the old House names and colours, so it also had great sentimental
value for the Year 11’s.
Later on in the year, the Road Awareness Program (RAP) spoke to the
Year 11 group about the potential dangers posed to drivers, passengers
and pedestrians on our roads. A firefighter came in and spoke to the
students about the need to be safe on the roads, as they begin getting
their licenses.
University Open Days hosted via online platforms provided the Year
11’s with an exciting reminder that the next stage of their lives was
just around the corner. Adelaide and Flinders universities both gave
informative presentations. More than 200 students came along. Many
Year 11’s were able to take home useful advice. The Year 11 cohort was
also provided with presentations from the universities to make the most
of the various lockdown periods experienced throughout the year.

A committee was formed this year that gave Year 11’s a chance to
contribute to the design of their Year 12 jumper and hoodie. A group of
about 10 Year 11’s met to discuss placement of lettering, colours, typical
varsity appearance and more. The Year 11’s will be eagerly awaiting the
arrival of their Year 12 garments early in Term 1.
Importantly, Year 11’s played an active role in creating a positive school
culture for the future based on our school values. Many Year 11’s were
given the chance to participate in forums and lead action groups to
encourage positive change. The culture forums at Unley High worked
to develop a unique and informative way to better change the culture
at school based upon the values of excellence, respect, diversity and
community.
For Arts, Design and Photography students, the Art Exhibition is the
most exciting event to look forward to for the year. The Year 11 Arts
Exhibition in particular was the first time many of the students would
enter their work into a formal display and have parents, community
members and the Mayor see it. In the evening, the Arts Captains gave
a speech and the Principal Mr Rolton and the Mayor officially opened
the event. It is no secret that the 2021 Year 11 cohort has art potential.
Finally, the Years 8-11 Award Ceremony took place in Term 4 this year
and provided an opportunity for the school community to acknowledge
the learning and extra-curricular achievements of our diverse students.
Having so many Year 11’s being presented with a variety of different
awards was a moment of joy for the majority of the cohort, as well as
their families, friends and the wider school community. It was a great
way to finish the year and will allow the Year 11’s to head into 2022,
their final year of schooling, on a very positive note.
Tamara Jakovljevic and Amna Mateen (Year 11 Students)
Edited by Mr Andrew Michelmore (Year 11 Manager)

YEAR 12
REPORT

A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL YEAR – NOW IT’S
FAREWELL AND BEST OF LUCK
I would like to congratulate all Year 12 students and teachers for a highly
successful year. The final year of high school is full of challenges and
decisions that will impact the pathways the students take in starting their
adult lives. There is a mix of excitement and nerves at finally being the
students at the top of the tree and the role models for the rest of the
Unley High School student body. This excitement, however, wears off
quickly once the first summative assessment tasks arrive and a schoolwork-life balance is sought.
This year began with the Elevate presentations that provided a valuable
upskilling for students in study skills. The assessment tasks began to
build up quickly and the students embraced this workload with a great
desire to achieve excellence. Adding to this stress was the late arrival
of the Class of 2021 jumpers. According to many students, you can’t
identify as a year 12 student in the city of Adelaide until you can wear
your Year 12 jumper. Unfortunately, due to Covid, these jumpers did not
arrive until the middle of Term 1.
The cohort’s final Sports Day rolled around, and it was pleasing to see
such a large number of the Year 12 group present on the day, competing
in events and cheering on younger House members. They set a fantastic
example for their younger peers. A special congratulations should be
made to the House captains for their part in this. The day was very
enjoyable, with many colourful outfits and costumes being worn.
On the night of Friday, June 11, we celebrated with the Unley High
School Formal. Changing locations from previous years the event was
held at the Intercontinental Hotel in the city. The formal committee did
an outstanding job of organising and decorating the event to the theme
Arabian Nights. The red carpet could have rivalled the Oscars, but the
biggest cheer came for Ms Monte as she made a stylish late entry. The
evening was run incredibly smoothly by the MC’s Judd Woolman and
Maddy Newland. All the award winners were ecstatic to receive their
sashes. A wonderful night was had by all the students - a perfect way to
celebrate the conclusion of their school lives.

As Semester 2 begins to pick up speed, the students began to finalise
their post-school pathways, applying for university courses, VET
programs or TAFE. This was a confronting process for many students
who did not have a clear future career in mind. The students must try to
decipher which courses will lead them to a career that they feel would
be the best pathway for them to travel. We all hope that the pathways
chosen will lead to successful careers for all our students.
At the graduation ceremony we acknowledged and celebrated student
achievements in the fields of academia, sports, music and the diversity
of learning. It was fantastic to see so many high achieving students at
the completion of the year. A special congratulations must be given to
Jay Jang, Elliot Oh, Maria Rehman and Jordi Hall for their outstanding
academic accomplishments this year, resulting in all four winning the
Oliphant Award for Outstanding Scholarship. With the end of the
graduation ceremony came the end of high school classes for all our
Year 12 students. Final assessment tasks were wrapped up and a large
majority of the cohort then completed SACE exams. As fast as the year
had begun, it had finished.
I would like to thank all of the Year 12 teaching team, with particular
mention to Toby Watts, for their collaborative efforts in guiding and
supporting our students through their most important year of high
school.
To the class of 2021, a huge congratulations on all your achievements
throughout what was a highly successful year. The formal was a hit,
academic results were exceptional and the cohort as a whole functioned
without a hitch. As year level manager, I want to thank you all for such
an enjoyable year and I wish you the best of luck on the pathways you
are about to tread.
Mr Emmett Wood
Year 12 Manager
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YEAR 12
GRADUATION
2021 YEAR 12
AWARD WINNERS

Oliphant Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Jordan Hall
Jaehee (Jay) Jang
Seongyun (Elliot) Oh
Maria Rehman

BLAKE
BURGAN

DIMITRA
NTAFILLIS

JAEHEE
JANG

JORDAN
HALL

LILLI
MAVROGIANNIS

MADDISON
NEWLAND

Gillard Award for Outstanding Leadership
Maria Rehman

Benjamin Knochs Humanitarian Award
Maddison Newland

Verna McCarthy Award for Outstanding Service
Dimitra Ntafillis

ADF Long Tan Leadership and Teamwork Award
Maria Rehman

ADF Future Innovators in STEM Award
Rishabh Vasisht

International Student Award
Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong

MARIA
REHMAN

RISHABH
VASISHT

SEONGYUN
OH

SHUHUA
ZHONG

Rotary Brownhill Creek Good Sports Award
Lilli Mae Mavrogiannis
Blake Burgan

YEAR 12
OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE

Outstanding Academic Performance in All
Subjects
Coco Bergemann
Duc Tuan Kiet (Chris) Bui
Seoyoung (Skyla) Cho
Yun Song (Leo) Chok
Annie Dundon-Wilde
Preston Fernandez
Jordan Hall
Noah Harvey
Jaehee Jay) Jang
Sophie Jeisman
Elleni Karagiannis
Noor Kharbanda
Konon Koijima
Alexander Koulos
Christopher Lombardi
Tyla (Tilly) Newby
Seongyun (Elliot) Oh
Huy Thai Nam (Jack) Pham
Miaoqing (Muriel) Qi
Maria Rehman
Isabella Rendell
Isabella Roscioli
Sarah Rosenzweig
Keiyona Shankar
Khin Thidagu Kyaw (Caroline) Soe
Eleni Sremcevic
Anthony Tsecagias
Evangeline Willis
Judd Woolman
Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong

Academic Excellence in a Single Subject

Megan Bottrill - Furniture Design & Construction
Seoyoung (Skyla) Cho - Fashion Design Studio
Rory Harbisher - Society And Culture
Ashra Harkin - Food And Hospitality Studies
Noah Harvey - Music Explorations
Elleni Karagiannis - English
Finn Larcombe - Music Performance - Ensemble
Sitong Liu - Mathematical Methods
Eleanor Meurant - English
Dimitra Ntafillis - Physical Education
Miaoqing (Muriel) Qi - Essential English (Eal)
Maria Rehman - Modern History
Isabella Rendell - English
Minajul Shaikh - Cad Graphics
Liam Smith - Community Studies
Alice Vittot - French
Jaxon Woolman - Workplace Practices
Bonnie Coventry - Legal Studies (Mghs)
Sydney Turner - Stage 2 Child Studies
Ruby Zoontjens - Stage 2 Music Performance - Solo
Amelia Empen - Psychology & Photography
Jordan Hall - Outdoor Education & Health And Wellbeing
Konon Koijima - English & General Mathematics
Seongyun (Elliot) Oh - Specialist Mathematics & Digital Technology
Isabella Roscioli - English & Visual Arts – Art
Khin Thidagu Kyaw (Caroline) Soe – General Mathematics & Nutrition
Jaehee (Jay) Jang – Physics, Chemistry, Biology & English as an Additional
Language (EAL)

Outstanding Commitment to Achieve in a
Single Subject
Rui (Cindy) Bao – Health and Wellbeing
Deni Carruthers – General Mathematics
Yun Song (Leo) Chok - English
Aidan Clark - Physical Education

Gerard De Candia - English
Amelia Empen - Biology
Dylan Howarth - Digital Technology
Oscar Huxtable - Music Performance - Ensemble
Jesvi John - Outdoor Education
Alise Kanaan - English
Elleni Karagiannis - Outdoor Education
Arshdeep Kaur - Nutrition
Konon Koijima - Biology
Sitong Liu - Essential English (Eal)
Georgia Marantos - Society And Culture
Maddison Newland - English
Dimitra Ntafillis - Biology
Nicholas Pantelis - Workplace Practices
Huy Thai Nam (Jack) Pham - Food And Hospitality Studies
Sophie Pontifex - Community Studies
Maria Rehman - Psychology
Isabella Rendell - Psychology
Amelia Rewak - Psychology
Keiyona Shankar - Photography
Sofia Spagnuolo - Child Studies
Aylee Tinsley-Smith - Modern History
Ethan Trinh - Cad Graphics
Angus White - Visual Arts - Art
Judd Woolman - Food And Hospitality Studies
Brian Yin - English
Rayna* Falch - French - Stage 2
Christopher Lombardi – Health and Wellbeing, Nutrition
Heath Norris – Music Explorations, Music Performance – Solo
Seongyun (Elliot) Oh – Physics, Mathematical Methods
George Thallas-Lamb – Workplace Practices, Furniture Design and
Construction
Hayden Wittwer – Chemistry, General Mathematics
Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong – General Mathematics, English as an Additional
Language (EAL)
Noah Harvey – Physics, Specialist Mathematics, Mathematical Methods

Outstanding Contribution to Sport
Tasi Asbanu
Coco Bergemann
Rowan Brown
Blake Burgan
Deni Carruthers
Gerard De Candia
Harry Dillon
Asha Doughty-Garside
Elleni Karagiannis
Lilli Mae Mavrogiannis
Tilly Midwinter
Dimitra Ntafillis
Max Petrusewicz
Ashley Saint-Tucker
Keiyona Shankar
Aylee Tinsley-Smith
Anthony Tsecagias

Active Participation in School Life Certificate
Achsa Binu George
Duc Tuan Kiet (Chris) Bui
Deni Carruthers
Gerard De Candia
Asha Doughty-Garside
Preston Fernandez
Evi Hassiotis
Jaehee Jang
Lilli Mae Mavrogiannis
Shrishti Naidu
Maddison Newland
Dimitra Ntafillis
Fauzan Pakkanna
Maria Rehman
Ashley Saint-Tucker
Keiyona Shankar
Anthony Tsecagias
Scarlett Williams
Judd Woolman
Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong
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YEAR 12
FORMAL
THE 2021 FORMAL
WAS AN UNFORGETTABLE NIGHT
The Year 12 Formal is probably the most anticipated event for every high
schooler. This year, on June 11, the Year 12’s went to the Intercontinental
Hotels and Resorts in the city. For many who attended it was the most
memorable event of Year 12.

Achsa Binu George, one of the Year 12’s who attended, stated, “It
was a really fun night, gave us a chance to slightly forget about the
workload and celebrate how far we have come. Also being on the
formal committee allowed me to experience behind the scenes and it
was one of the most memorable moments. From staying at the hotel
past 9:00pm the night before to having a semi-runway exit at the end of
night, overall, it was one of the best things that happened to Year 12’s,
apart from our senior jumper.”
Keiyona Shakar said, “Formal for me was a once in a lifetime experience
that did not quite live up to the hype for whatever reasons but there
were a lot of good takeaways from it regardless. The event itself was
beautifully conducted and the choice of theme and decoration was
on point. The MC’s on the night did a great job of keeping everyone
interested, and the speeches were electric. I absolutely loved the
amount of shade that was thrown around. I took so many photos but
not enough apparently. The activities were very well planned and super
fun. The dancing was enjoyable, even if my feet were complaining
about dancing in the mega high heels I wore. Still I had a great time
on the dance floor with my mates. Overall, I’d say it was pretty well
organised!”

OTHER COMMENTS FROM YEAR 12’S:
“Formal was such a magical and unreal night that I never want to forget
(I don’t think I will ever be able to forget about it anyway). The amount
of fun we all had was just inexplicable. We danced and sang to our
hearts content, something I never had the chance to do with my friends.
The food was average but the music, dancing and photos made up for
it. I’m so extremely thankful that I was able to enjoy such a night with
my wonderful teachers and most of all my most precious friends.”
– Nadirah Hazwani
“It was a good experience especially the photos. They gave us a chance
to relive the moments. I enjoyed time to be with friends and dance
around, even though I had to sacrifice my comfort, thanks to my heels.”
– Niamh Mellor

YEARS 8 - 11
AWARDS
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS

TARA TREGLOAN
YEAR 8

MORGAN FROST
YEAR 9

ZEALAND CUP RECIPIENTS

ADDISON MCLEOD
YEAR 9

PIA GILLINGS
YEAR 10

BENJAMIN KEAN
YEAR 11

YASMIN NAIRN
YEAR 11

TORRENS ARMS
MURAL SCHOLARSHIP

AUSTRALIAN
MATHEMATICS COMPETITION

STEPHANIE CARAPETIS

MELSON SHI
YEAR 10

ANDILE NDLOVU
YEAR 9

ADF LONG TAN
AWARD

ADF FUTURE INNOVATORS
IN STEM AWARD

NOAH MORA HIDALGO
YEAR 10

RYAN BULL
YEAR 1O

YEAR 9

BM JACOBS
AWARD

ISAAC COVINGTON-GROTH
YEAR 11

MOLLY BYRNE
AWARD

JORDAN STEVENS
YEAR 11

MURIEL MATTERS
AWARD

TAYLOR ANDERSON
YEAR 11
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STEM

STEM INSPIRED FUTURE
SUSTAINABILITY IN
2021

Our STEM vision is - “Inspiring students to design solutions for a
sustainable future through an integrated approach to learning Science,
Technologies and Mathematics supported by a professional community
of teachers.”
This year, our final group of Year 8 STEM students studied Sustainable
Cities and Sustainable Foods. The introduction of Year 7 next year will
herald changes to this program.
Student Ali Aboujalalah (Home Group 8-503) said, “In the topic
Sustainable Foods we made all sorts of sustainable food and one of the
foods was bread. This was interesting because we got to know where
our food actually comes from and what we were eating.”Our Year 10
STEM students enjoyed a wide range of activities including an excursion
to the Space School at Hamilton Secondary College.
The program has been enormously successful in transforming the way
our students engage in their STEM learning and has allowed teachers to
collaborate in their design and delivery of learning.

We are excited to continue exploring interdisciplinary
learning in 2022 in our new Year 7 and 8 STEM curriculum.
Mr Chris Martin
Assistant Principal

MATHEMATICS
COUNT 2021 AS A
POSITIVE YEAR
It has been a year of changes for the Maths
Learning Area.
The year began with my arrival as new leader to manage the
19 staff who teach Maths across the school (along with the
budget, curriculum and resources).
Whilst we have worked with the hardship of being within a
building site, with many of us experiencing our classrooms
being moved during the year, the outcomes have been so
positive. In June, a bright new Maths staff office was opened
on the top floor of the main building. It accommodates 13
staff and has a wonderful vista of the foothills to the south
of the school. Also, a magnificent Plane tree grows just
outside our window, which gives us seasonal delights and is
the feeding ground to Adelaide Rosellas, Tawny Frogmouths
and Rainbow Lorikeets. This led to one Year 8 Maths class,
designing bird boxes to display their number skills and
knowledge.
We have conducted three major Maths competitions this
year and celebrated a range of student successes. We have
particularly enjoyed the enthusiasm with which students have
undertaken these events and promise that the events will
continue into the future. We wish to highlight the successes
of Melson King Wo Shi, a Year 10 student who achieved
highly in all the competitions he completed.
Most of the year has been spent planning for the introduction
of Year 7 into high school in 2022. This will be a new step for
all of us and some fun curriculum has been planned.
Ms Sharon Robertson
Maths Coordinator
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SCIENCE
SCIENCE STILL
STRONG FOCUS AT
UNLEY

Science continues to be a popular choice for students at Unley High
School. The roll-out of the Australian curriculum into the senior years
continues with students undertaking deconstruction type tasks in order
to solve real world problems using the scientific method. They continue
to explore the connections and interactions between science and society,
thus making learning authentic.
To celebrate National Science Week, students in Years 8-10 participated
in the SCINEMA Film Festival hosted by the Royal Institution of Australia.
Students and staff enjoyed a selection of short films and documentaries
featuring cutting edge scientific research and technological developments
relating to the theme of the week, “Food - different by design.” This is
an important theme for teachers and their students which allows them
to focus on sustainable food futures. Every day we must eat. Food is our
fuel for life. When we consider how to eat, we also need to think about
why we need to eat well.
Our school’s vicinity to the Waite campus means we have easy access
to an abundance of resources and workshops. The Why Waite program
offers a range of fun and educational activities around plants and
agriculture. Stage 1 and 2 Nutrition students were supported in their
SACE through participation in food and nutrition science activities taking
place in the University of Adelaide’s Waite campus. The focus of these
workshops are: food and healthy eating guidelines; food contamination
and spoilage; sustainable and secure food supplies.
The Year 9 students visited the Urrbrae wetlands to explore their
importance as an ecosystem and investigate the interdependence of
populations and communities.
To help cement and extend their knowledge of some of the analytical
chemistry techniques explored in SACE Stage 2 Chemistry curriculum,
students undertake experiments which include chromatography and
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the STEM outreach programs that
Flinders University offers annually.
Ms Fiona Pettinau
Science Coordinator

ENGLISH

AN EXCITING YEAR FOR ENGLISH AT UNLEY
2021 has been another exciting year for the English faculty. With a
continued focus on improving critical reading skills and creative writing,
we have watched our students develop and become more accomplished
writers and thinkers.
To adapt to some of the impacts of Covid-19, a number of our teachers
took the opportunity to work outside, with one Year 8 class making use
of the sunshine to engage in a Socratic Seminar in the Rose Garden.
Covid-19 once again made excursions problematic with some theatre
experiences needing to be cancelled at the last minute. Fortunately
a group of Year 8 and Year 9 students were able to go the Windmill
Theatre’s production of Amphibian at the Festival Theatre. This was
valuable experience and timely, as it enabled students to make relevant
connections with recent events in Afghanistan.
Over the year students have also had the opportunity to engage with
the wider community with Mrs Simpson again taking a Year 8 English
class to perform to students at Mitcham Primary School as part of our
Myths, Legends and Fairy tales unit.

Coming off the back of a win, and a Debater of the Night award for
one of our speakers, we headed into round 2, arguing, “That the Harry
and Meghan Oprah interview undermined the British Monarchy”. We
developed strong arguments for the affirmative case around what the
true role of the monarchy is and why the couple’s dramatic reveal-all
interview harmed the British Monarchy. On the night our team spoke
fantastically, losing by just 0.5 of a point!

Debating in 2021 has been fantastic, and I have really enjoyed my roles
in speaking, chairing and working with my incredible teammates. Thank
you to our volunteer coaches Ms Hodgson and Henry Thiele-Swift.
Congratulations to all Unley teams on their great speeches throughout
the year, especially the Year 9 team who came second in the state!“
Karina Heinson – Year 8 Student
Ms Leigh-Anne Williams
English Coordinator

This year Unley High School had three debate teams competing across
Years 8, 9, and 10. All the teams did a fantastic job at representing the
school.
The Year 9 team had particular success in this year’s tournament. After
five rounds of the competition, the team found themselves ranked
fifth of 48 and therefore qualified for the quarter-finals. They made it
through each round of the finals, eventually qualifying for the grand
final. This was held in the House of Assembly chamber in Parliament
House during the Term 3 school holidays. Unfortunately our boys were
defeated by Sacred Heart College, but they put up a fight and a great
debate was had by all. It was a fantastic experience to debate inside
Parliament House.
A special thanks to some of our Year 8 students who also stepped up
and helped out with the Year 9’s who sometimes needed more numbers.
The Year 8 team was coached by Mrs Peta Hodgson and ex-student
Henry Thiele-Swift, our Year 9 team by Miss Sarah Binka and our Year
10 team by another past student, Isaac Thiele-Swift.
Many thanks to the coaches who continue to give up their time to
support these students develop their debating and critical thinking skills
and to parents who encouraged their child to participate and went along
to these debates to cheer. Students were all extremely committed and
hardworking throughout the season and we hope they will be eager to
debate again next year.
“For the Year 8 Unley Blue Team, the 2021 debating competition began
with the controversial topic, ‘Meats and cheeses should be taxed’. As
the negative team we researched and developed arguments surrounding
the religious inequality, economical discrimination, and libertarian
compromises of the topic. We won!
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HASS

HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES

INCREASING STUDENT INTEREST AND
ENGAGEMENT
With Covid-19 restrictions limiting our ability to conduct excursions,
the HASS Faculty used interactive platforms, like Google Earth, to help
engage students and enhance their learning experience. Students were
provided with innovative learning activities ranging from recorded
lessons with interactive Google Slides, interactive ClickView videos, stop
motion videos and various online quizzes.
Our curriculum planning for the arrival of Year 7 students in 2022 is well
underway and has involved us working closely with English, Science and
Maths to plan collaborative teaching units. These units will be guided
by Project Based Learning (PBL) and will complement the Capital Works
Project and help facilitate student engagement.
Our elective subjects, including Law and Globalisation (Year 10), Law
and Personal Finance and Geography (Year 9), continue to be very
popular as students’ interest in the world and the factors that influence
its operation increases. This has been a notable shift in students’ interest
since the pandemic started in 2020 – a pattern that looks to continue
into next year and beyond.
The HASS Faculty are continuing to update and develop engaging units
of work. Our focus on refining assessment tasks to utilise 21st century
applications and programs has resulted in increased student interest and
engagement. We look forward to working with all HASS students in
2022.
Mr Adam Neville
HASS Coordinator

FRENCH
BILINGUAL/
BINATIONAL
PROGRAM

A DIFFERENT, BUT SUCCESSFUL YEAR
The program was rich in events this year despite the ups and downs of
learning during a pandemic, a lockdown, and all the resulting restrictions.
Our students were not deterred and took every opportunity to improve
their French writing and speaking skills.

Our Year 8 cohort who were very hesitant in French when they started
the year, can now fully express themselves in French as they fully
embraced their French studies. While the Year 8’s were still working
on their verbal and writing skills, our Year 9’s created documentaries
in French and produced high quality work. As the year moved into
Semester 2, our students doubled their efforts in order to be ready for
Year 10 next year. I was impressed by their dedication to learning and
unwavering motivation.
Our Year 10 bilingual students have been working hard to hone their
skills and get ready for their International Baccalaureate studies next
year. This year saw them study philosophy with the works of Sartre,
Camus and other important existentialist writers. The Year 10’s also
wrote, directed, played, and filmed a play that takes place during the
17th century and have enjoyed every minute of it. For them, it was a
busy year as they went on work placement twice - once as part of their

A few of our Year 9 bilingual students getting into
character for the reading of a French play

mainstream studies and a second one in a French company where they
could utilise their French language. This experience will no doubt widen
their opportunities in the years to come. Our Year 10 bilingual students
did not shy away from hard work. They can feel proud of their excellent
results.
During Term 3, the Department of Education filmed our bilingual
students and interviewed them about the program on camera. It was
an opportunity for our students to impress the media team with their
bilingual skills. It was a day full of new experiences for students and
teachers. They were also filmed at Highgate Primary School where
they interacted with primary school French speakers. It was a positive
experience for everyone involved and one that both schools are very
much looking forward to next year. Other experiences included an
excursion to experience the lawn ball game, Pétanque.
Congratulations to the bilingual students on a very successful year. I
wish our Year 10 students all the best in their IB studies in 2022.
Ms Sandra Caudal
French and Humanities Teacher
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MODERN
GREEK

MODERN GREEK SHOWCASED
This year was another successful year for the Modern
Greek program at Unley High School.

The students continued to progress with their studies of the language,
and they embraced Greek culture with zeal and enthusiasm. IT was
incorporated in their language learning. Our class sizes and numbers
increased which was pleasing, and we are sure this will only improve
next year when the new Year 7’s and 8’s arrive.
An extension of the language program is the Unley High School Greek
Dance Group which aims to preserve and continue Greek culture,
customs and traditions. For many years, Greek Dancing at Unley
has been a wonderful extracurricular activity and an opportunity for
students in our multicultural school environment to come together to
celebrate diversity and develop their intercultural understanding within
the wider community. This year, the group consisted of 40 students of
varying cultural backgrounds. To prepare for performances, the students
voluntarily participated in lunchtime rehearsals, led by Year 12 Dance
Captains Dimi Ntafillis, Eleni Sremcevic and Demi Kountourogiannis,
whom we would sincerely like to thank for their commitment and
leadership.
In 2021 the students performed on two occasions. The first was the
Greek Independence Day Celebration held on Wednesday, March
24, the theme for which this year was ‘The Bicentennial Celebrations
of the Beginning of Greek Independence – 1821-2021’. The students
performed for staff in the gym during recess and were supported by
the Greek Parents Committee, who supplied Greek coffee and sweets.
Peter Kyriacou also played the bouzouki. During lunchtime a fundraising
barbecue was held by the Greek Parents Committee and the Year 9/10
Greek class collaborated with the Student Voice Council to provide
students with a wide variety of activities. These included tavli (Greek
backgammon), face painting, quizzes on Greek culture and chalk
drawing. It was a fantastic opportunity to showcase Hellenic culture to
the entire student body and encourage everyone to become involved
with the festivities.

The second occasion was in September of Term 3 during a lunchtime
in the Rose Garden. This was held in lieu of the annual Greek Spring
Dance, which had been cancelled due to Covid restrictions. In the
garden, the students danced beneath Greek and Cypriot flags, which
had been hung as decorations. The performances were lively and once
again it was excellent to see the school community come together and
be entertained.
In June, several Greek students also participated in the Bicentennial
Independence Day celebrations by attending an event at St Anthony’s
Community Centre, hosted by Mr Steve Georganas MP. At the event,
the students presented an iMovie they had created, which focused on
the history and significance of this National Day and reflected on the
importance of struggles through sacrifice. Students decided to showcase
our school’s Bicentennial celebrations and dance performances. It was
wonderful to see students participate in this memorable community
event.
We would like to thank everyone who supported our students with their
ongoing support and encouragement throughout the year. Thank you
to the Greek Parents Committee, the Governing Council, staff, parents
and all the students for their passion and enthusiasm for the Modern
Greek program.
We also would like to congratulate Stella Dracopoulos and Theo
Leonardos who will be the 2022 Greek Dance Captains. We hope the
Greek Spring Dance will proceed without Covid restrictions in 2022.
The Greek Parents Committee is looking for more parents to join. If you
are interested, please send an email to the committee expressing your
interest at: gpcuhs@gmail.com or Eliana.Mappouridouhockley@uhs.
sa.edu.au to be invited to the first meeting in February 2022.
Ms Eliana Mappouridou-Hockley and Ms Kathy Xanthis
Greek Teachers

HEALTH
AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
A BIG WIN FOR UNLEY HPE IN 2021
The Health and Physical Education staff in 2021 were Gill Forster, Anita
Hughes, Sara Chapple, Adam Proud, Nick Lohmeyer, Angie Treloar,
Jenny Hall, Josh Whitwell, Mailyn Thomas, Carol Hollis, Sam Kondraciuk
and Tom Keough.

This year, Health and Physical Education students engaged in a variety
of units that helped develop their understanding of movement skills
strategies and how they apply them in sports and games. They did this
through a concept that encourages students to learn ‘in, through, and
about’ movement. Students were also encouraged to develop skills
that help them analyse and evaluate their own lifestyle habits and the
benefits of healthy eating, sleeping, and appropriate screen time use.
All students in Years 8, 9 and 10 are required to complete a semester
of Health and Physical Education. These courses range in the sports
and fitness activities they undertake. The Year 8-10 curriculum aims to
improve performance, expand knowledge of game-play strategies, and
help transfer movement knowledge and concepts from one sport to
another. The students also participate in the SHINE SA Health program,
which aims to develop students’ knowledge and understanding around
healthy relationships and inclusion while making well informed and safe
decisions.

The Certificate III in Fitness was again very popular with students in
2021. About 40 students undertook the course which provides students
with their Group Fitness Instructor certificate and a future pathway for
work in the sport and fitness industry. The students were also very lucky
to use a brand new fitness facility that was constructed this year as part
of the building works at the school.
During Term 4, students across the whole school participated in PE
Week in South Australia. The week consisted of daily themed activities
including Olympic-style challenges, throwing competitions, yoga and
meditation, and also a PE themed home group quiz. It was terrific to
see a high level of participation and lots of students getting active and
enjoying the week.
After another terrific year in 2021, we look forward to 2022 and
continuing to improve the skills, knowledge and understanding of our
students, and also welcoming the new Year 7 students to Health and
Physical Education at Unley.
Mr Thomas Keough
Health and Physical Education Coordinator

This year saw the first year of the new Integrated Learning course (Sport,
Fitness & Recreation) for Stage 1 PE. The students enjoyed a different
focus for Integrated Learning which ran alongside the traditional Stage
1 PE course. The Integrated Learning course focussed on students’
planning and implementing strategies to increase physical participation
through recreational tasks and fitness circuits.
The senior Health program was again successful this year. The Year 11
Peer Support Program was pivotal in supporting the new Year 8 students
by helping them settle into Unley High School while also running a
highly successful Swimming Carnival for Year 8 home groups. Year 11
& 12 Health classes continued to develop students’ understanding of
contemporary issues while aiming to challenge common perceptions in
the wider community. This was evident in the Year 12 Health class, who
proudly and successfully presented their work to the school staff at a
professional development day.
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YEAR 8

VISUAL
ART

DIGITAL IDENTITY PORTRAITS

FIGURE SCULPTURES

SCULPTURES

SILHOUETTES

ALEBRIJES

SCULPTURES

‘BLOOD MONEY’

IDENTITY
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YEAR 9

ART &
DESIGN

UNLEY AT TARNANTHI 2021
On the Thursday of Week 3, Term 4, Ms Aitken’s Year 9 Art class
travelled to the Art Gallery of South Australia on North Terrace to view
the Tarnanthi 2021 Festival.
The Tarnanthi Festival, according to the AGSA, “is an opportunity to
experience Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art in all its diversity.”
The name comes from the language of the Kaurna people, the traditional
owners of the Adelaide Plains. It means to come forth or appear - like
the sun and the first emergence of light.
Unley students worked in the studio and took an hour-long tour of the
exhibition, listening to the stories about the work and the processes that
artists use to make them.
The students were given questions to make them think about the
artworks in ways they normally would not.

Nelly Feldman responded to artwork by Karen Mill with a
poem:
A young girl lost
Adopted from birth
No understanding
Of what she is worth
Her heritage unknown
She struggles to know
So she found art
To go with her flow
Just like her mind
Her art is a puzzle
Most of it hidden
Waiting to be discovered.

Haydee Kourlas assigned a soundtrack to artwork “Borderline” by Tame Impala.
“The reason I picked this soundtrack is because the design of the car
reminds me of it. This image had an impact on me because it caught
my eye and I imagined the soundtrack as I was walking through the art
gallery,” Haydee said.
For many students the favorite part of the excursion was crafting their
own Boab nuts. They enjoyed making their own design and putting it
together to make it 3D.
Ms Sophie Aitken
Art, Photography and Design Teacher
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YEAR 10

ART &
DESIGN

CLASSICAL ART

DESIGN

IMPRESSIONISM

SURREALISM

POP ART

Pop Art: Silkscreen Photoshop
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YEARS 10, 11 & 12
PHOTOGRAPHY
AN EXCITING,
ARTISTIC AND
ENGAGING PATHWAY
IN SCHOOL’S NEW
SPACES
The Years 10, 11 & 12 Photography classes have absolutely boomed this
year! Not only have we had the pleasure of being some of the first classes
moved into the new three-storey building, we have also reaped the
benefits of utilising the new studio space adjoining our main classroom.
These brand new spaces have supported students to further develop
their practice within studio photography, helping students to build their
skills and practical application using studio lighting for portraiture, still
life and product photography.
There were also opportunities for senior students to apply their
photographic knowledge and vision outside of the school setting with
excursions to the Adelaide Botanic Gardens and the Urrbrae Wetlands to
expand their understanding of working with natural lighting.
The combined team of Sophie Aitken, Erica Costanzo and myself worked
across the three year levels to map out an exciting, artistic and engaging
learning pathway that embraces all keen photography students, from
beginner-level skills and knowledge up to the highly student-driven,
exploratory senior end of the photographic journey.
We look forward to further integrating the new spaces and amazing
resources into our future programming.
Ms Bec Prior
Photography Teacher
Design & Technology Coordinator
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YEAR 11

ART &
DESIGN

PHOENIX VISUAL ARTS AND
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
A massive congratulations to all the staff and students involved in the
10th anniversary Phoenix Art Exhibition and jazz performance held at
Gallery One, Mitcham Cultural Village, on Friday, November 12.
It was a hugely successful event with the Year 11 and selected Year
10 Visual Art, Design and Photography students sharing their learning
with families and invited guests. Those in attendance were also treated
to ambient music performed by the Jazz Combo, directed by Mr Chris
Martin.

I would like to acknowledge the following staff for their contributions
and assistance:
•
•
•
•
•

Unley’s values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and Community were
embodied by the young artists, designers, photographers and jazz
musicians.

•

I was very proud of the high standard and variety of works and media
presented.
•

Event Management – Mr Robert Zunic
Curators – Ms Sophie Aitken, Ms Sarah Boni,		
Mr Robert Zunic and Ms Erica Constanzo
Front of House – Ms Sarah Boni and Ms Vicki Holland
Film and Photography Crew – Ms Sophie Aitken and
Mr Andrew Wyrill
Welcome address and official opening – Mr Greg Rolton and
Dr Heather Holmes- Ross, Mayor of Mitcham
Jazz Combo musicians – Tevinder Singh (drumkit), 		
Khai Larcombe (bass), Sum Long (Ian) Wong (vibraphone),
Peter Morrison (alto saxophone), Jad Rachid 		
(tenor saxophone), Xavier Heard (trumpet) and 		
Mr Chris Martin (keyboard)
Gallery One Manager – Ms Sanya Zunic

Principal Greg Rolton also introduced the 2022 Visual Arts captains Trinidad Sepulveda Riveros, Tamara Jakovljevic and Sydney Turner.

Congratulations to all.

This type of school event demands many extra hours of preparation and
contributions beyond the teachers’ classroom roles and responsibilities.

Ms Vicki Holland
Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator
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YEAR 12

ART &
DESIGN

A SUCCESSFUL VISUAL ART AND
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION IN NOVEMBER
OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION TO
PERFORMING ARTS
Congratulations to the Year 12 Art and Photography students and their
teachers, Mr Robert Zunic and Ms Bec Prior on the very successful Year
12 Art and Photography Exhibition held in the new Visual Arts space on
Wednesday, November 24.
The exhibition was well attended by families, friends and invited guests
and was a wonderful final school experience for the Year 12 Visual Art
and Photography students.
Those in attendance were also treated to ambient music performed by a
student-led ensemble of Years 8 & 10 Music students.

I felt very proud once again of the artistic achievements and variety of
artworks and media of our graduating students.

I would like to acknowledge the following staff for their
contributions and assistance:
Event Management – Mr Robert Zunic
Curators – Mr Robert Zunic and Ms Bec Prior
Curator Assistance - Ms Sophie Aitken and Ms Sarah Boni
Covid Marshal – Ms Eliana Mappouridou-Hockley
Event Photography – Ms Sophie Aitken
Welcome address and official opening – Ms Vicki Holland and Ms Bev
Bills, Gallery Director for the Royal SA Society of Arts
Musicians – Mason Gayther-Moore (keyboard, vocals and arrangements),
Nathan Hoet (drumkit), Khai Larcombe (bass), Peter Morrison (alto
saxophone), Jad Rachid (tenor saxophone) and Xavier Heard (trumpet)
We are delighted to finally have a learning space within the school that is
open, light and conducive to learning and to the production of inspired
and creative art, design and photography works.
The last two years of the new build and faculty moves have been
challenging, exciting, exhausting and disruptive for Unley’s creative
crew. I would like to express my gratitude for the resilience and hard
work the Visual Art team have demonstrated during this time, and
congratulate them on achieving a smooth transition whilst concurrently
maintaining great teaching and learning programs with our students.
Thanks to everyone who attended and supported the event.
Ms Vicki Holland
Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator

The Outstanding Contribution to Performing Arts Award recognises a
Year 12 student who has demonstrated a passion for the Performing
Arts for him or herself as well as other students during their time at
Unley High School.

In 2021 this was awarded to Heath Norris.

Heath has made a significant contribution to the performing arts during
his time at Unley. Although he studied both Music and Drama to Year
10, it is Heath’s keen interest and strong commitment to Music that
eventually dominated his course of study. He is a very talented classical
pianist and jazz vocalist and has been deeply engaged in the school’s
Music Program since Year 8.
He has been an active member of many co-curricular music ensembles
throughout his time at Unley, singing within the Vocal Ensemble and
playing electric bass in both the Concert Band and Jazz Combo.
He has supported the school by performing at assemblies, markets and
the school’s Visual Art exhibitions.
Heath took on the student leadership role of Musical Director within
the proposed 2020 school musical and spent many hours teaching the
chorus and leads their parts before it was cancelled due to Covid-19
restrictions.
In Year 12, Heath has completed 40 credits of Stage 2 Music subjects –
Solo Performance, Ensemble Performance and Music Explorations, and
has represented Music as an Arts Captain.
The performing arts are his passion and we look forward to seeing
what Heath is able to achieve as he continues to pursue his interest
in Music next year, having already successfully auditioned for a place
in the Bachelor of Music Degree at the University of Adelaide’s Elder
Conservatorium.

EXHIBITION CAPPED
OFF A SPECIAL 2021
2021 was a special year for the senior Visual Arts and Photography
students. We were very excited to host our Year 12 annual exhibition
in our very own Visual Arts area on the top floor of the newly built
three-storey building, and ‘test’ it out at the opening, which occurred on
Wednesday, November 24 at 6:00pm.
Arts Coordinator Ms Vicki Holland was the MC, introducing the student
speakers and Ms Bev Bills OAM FRSASA, Gallery Director Royal SA
Society of Arts Inc. It was a great honour to have Ms Bills officially open
the exhibition as guest speaker.
The exhibition was well-attended by the graduating students, their
families and friends, teachers and guests.
The Visual Arts and Photography students and teachers are grateful
to the music students and teachers for their ongoing support. Music
students’ outstanding performances provided the ambient music
throughout the evening.
Mr Robert Zunic
Art Teacher
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THE ARTS

MUSIC

DRUMLINE – UNLEY’S NEW ENSEMBLE
On Monday, August 9, the school’s Drumline performed two musical
works to a small but receptive audience of parents and staff members.
Being only their third performance, the group were eager to share the
hard work they had done developing David Hopgood’s “Groovania
Drumitus” and Jim Casella’s “Technology”.
The repertoire showcased a range of musical styles and high levels of
musical technique. The group’s infectious groove and energetic rhythms
were a delight to witness!
Congratulations to percussionists Oscar Huxtable, Tevinder Amreek
Singh, Dylan Neale, Nathan Hoet, Sum Long (Ian) Wong, Max Munt
and Mr Tim Robinson.
Mr Ryan Grunwald
Drumline Director

Thanks to Mr Grunwald for his fantastic leading and shaping
of this new Unley High ensemble in 2021!

EXCELLENT
ENSEMBLES IN
NOVEMBER

The group also performed at two whole school assemblies during
the year and there was great energy, engagement and commitment
demonstrated by all the students.

Congratulations to all the musicians involved in the Music
Concert in the George Cresswell Hall on Thursday,
November 11.

I am excited to see and hear how this ensemble continues to grow and
improve in 2022.

It was a great night of performances with the Year 8 – 10 students
sharing their learning with families and the school community.

Ms Vicki Holland
Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator

I am incredibly proud of the excellent performances each ensemble
delivered. The students were magnificent, demonstrating their developing
musical skills, performance etiquette and a strong commitment to team.

“I was totally blown away. The group sounded incredible.
It was a real pleasure to experience it. Hearing only the
practice of …. individual parts at home I had no clue how
Drumline would sound. It’s the first time I have seen ….
perform in such a group. Congratulations Ryan! Super
impressive.”

Unley’s values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and Community were
embodied in the young musicians in both their performances and as
audience members.

(parent response)

This type of big school event doesn’t happen without the contributions
of others. I would like to acknowledge the staff who volunteered their
assistance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage Manager – Melissa Geddie
Stage Crew – Carol Hollis and Chris Martin
Front of House – Jenny Johns and Jenny Brisbane
Video/Film Crew – Michelle Steel and Randy Larcombe
In audience supervision – Alyce Spicer, Josh Whitwell,
Amanda Bennett, Lizzie Taylor, Sarah Binka, Ashleigh Miller,
Nick Lohmeyer and Chris McWhirter-Whitlock
Instrumental Music team – Judith Bingaman, Tim Nott,
Sarah Butler, George Dinedios, Michael Gillard

It was also fabulous to see lots of staff members in the audience. It
means a lot to the students and the music team to have this type of
interest and support in our program.
A link to the livestream of this concert can be found via the school’s
website > Parents and Community
Ms Vicki Holland
Music Teacher and Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator

PROJECT LUDWIG
AUSTRALIAN
STRING QUARTET
Year 9 and 10 Music students attended Project Ludwig at the Adelaide
Festival Centre on Wednesday, May 26. This excursion was a journey
through Beethoven’s six Opus 18 String Quartets, with the movements
selected interactively by the student audience and performed by the
Australian String Quartet as part of Adelaide’s DreamBIG Festival.
Ludwig van Beethoven was born on 17 December 1770. This project
was initially scheduled in 2020 to celebrate the great composer and
these monumental quartets during the 250th anniversary of his birth,
but was rescheduled due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Student responses to the excursion:
What was something you learned at Project Ludwig?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As I didn’t know what a quartet was, I learnt that there’s
two violins, a viola and a cello.
That Beethoven was born the same year that Captain Cook
mapped around Australia.
I learned that the instruments are over 200 years old.
I learnt how the instruments were all made from the same
wood and same Luthier.
I learnt about the history of the instruments and their value.
I learnt about Beethoven's love life and other aspects of his
life from the different fact cards they had on the tables.
This year is the 251st anniversary of Beethoven’s birth.
ASQ players are also orchestral musicians, soloists, 		
conductors and instrumental teachers.
I thought that they would be around $10,000, but finding
out they were valued in the millions was astounding!
Today I have learnt a little bit about Beethoven's story,
and have learnt about the Australian quartet, and how well
they work together. I was lucky enough to witness the
performance and I absolutely loved it! I am thankful to
everyone who organised the class to come because I am not
lying when I say, this was the best performance I have ever
heard.

What was something that surprised you?
•
•

What was something from today’s event that amazed you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

How the four players played so in sync with each other.
How well and how fast you can play an instrument.
It amazed me how much energy and emotion they put into
their performance.
They played very expressively and I could feel the story in
their music.
I was amazed by the performers’ expression. They were all
very enthusiastic and engaging to watch and listen to.
Their trills were so fast, especially the violin 1’s. I can’t move
my fingers that fast, especially my pinky.
The amount of effort and time the quartet would've had to
put into learning and perfecting the music pieces.
How expensive the instruments were.
How passionate they are about their music.
The amount of vibrato was amazing, as well as the seamless
shifting positions. I was most amazed by their bow control.
It was straight and smooth. The whole bow was used and
every movement was concise and perfect. The staccato was
light and bouncy, and the legato was smooth and warm.
I was amazed by the amount of movement and expression
from the musicians.
It amazed me how fast they were playing and how much
control they had.
The purity and precision of the quartet's soft entries.
I realized that they use body language to cue the music.
I was amazed by their performance etiquette and the
way they played their instruments with such intensity and
enthusiasm. It was really satisfying to watch.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The voting of the songs was cool and how the voting sheets
had a small chip in so that the music would play as it was
placed on the music stand.
It surprised me how they could create descriptions that
matched the feeling of the pieces of music so well. I was
thinking about what sentence would match my solo
piece and it was really hard to think of one that could sum
up all the elements.
Something that surprised me at the event is that us kids
had the power to choose what music we listened to for the
four movements. Being able to vote for songs and interact
with the performers was an incredible experience.
They surprised me with how smoothly and easily they
played the violin with no mistakes. The sound quality of the
group was perfect.
They didn’t need to count themselves in before playing the
song.
Each song that we chose made me feel exactly what the
description said.
The age and the price of the instruments, as they were both
very old and very valuable.
4 decent houses = one 200 year old instrument
I was surprised about how much they moved during the
performances. You could tell that really felt what they were
playing.
Their interactive strategy for deciding which Beethoven
string quartet movements would be performed today.
It surprised me how high the violin was being played and
how expensive the instruments were.
How they started each piece at the same time without a
conductor.
How fast they can move their fingers.
How young the ASQ players were.

Ms Vicki Holland
Music teacher and Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator
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YEAR 11 MUSIC
SOLO PERFORMANCE SOIRÉE
An audience of peers and invited guests were treated to a delightful
afternoon of music making in the school’s Performing Arts Centre on
Monday, May 24.
The Year 11 Music students had worked hard through the semester to
prepare an entertaining program of solo performances that demonstrated
their burgeoning expressive abilities, musical literacy and technical skills.
The audience were appreciative of the opportunity to attend a live
performance and recognised the persistence, resilience, determination
and courage demonstrated by all the performers.
The Unley High School values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and
Community were truly demonstrated.
Ms Vicki Holland
Music teacher, Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator

What a wonderful afternoon soiree.
All the students entertained us to the full. Each and every one gave a
superb performance. Can’t wait until the next one.
Bec Wilson
Very much enjoyed today's concert. It was lovely to hear the different
instruments and voices. Nice to hear some classics and classical music.
Thanks again, Kerryn Harvey

PROGRAM
Myah Bryce:
•
Bewitched - Ella Fitzgerald
•
Wade in the Water - African Traditional (Eva Cassidy
Arrangement)
Natarsha Gunter:
•
May Be - Yiruma
•
Fix You - Coldplay (Phillip Keveren Arrangement)
Jaxson Russell:
•
This Town - Niall Horan
•
Ain't no sunshine - Bill Withers
Zara Harvey:
•
Pink Panther - Henry Mancini
•
Ballade pour Adeline - Paul de Senneville
Jacob Brocklehurst:
•
Rain - Rob Scallon
•
R U Mine - Arctic Monkeys
Coco Wilson:
•
Piano Man - Billy Joel
•
The Rose - Bette Middler
Cedric Talbot:
•
Let It Be - Paul McCartney, John Lennon, arrangement by
Eric Baumgartner
•
Le Onde - Ludovico Einaudi
Dylan Neale:
•
R U MINE - Arctic Monkeys
•
Missed Approach - Peter Matzick
Madison Dean:
•
I'd Rather Go Blind - Etta James
•
La Vie en Rose - Édith Piaf
Callum Williams:
•
Trolltog (March of the Trolls) Op. 54 No.3 by Edvard Grieg
Solo performance forms the major component of Creative Works
(Assessment Type 1), accounting for 60% of the students’ SACE Stage
1 Music grade. It leads to the 10-credit, stand-alone subject “Music
Performance – Solo” in Stage 2.

THE ARTS

DRAMA
A DRAMA-FILLED
YEAR
Senior Drama

This year the Year 11 Drama students performed “When The Rain Stops
Falling” by Andrew Bovell. They created their own theatre company –
Actomania - and assumed both on and off-stage roles.
Some moving performances were enhanced by carefully curated
costumes, music, lighting and the use of projected slides to set the
scene. Audience members received a well-designed program created by
the publicity team.
All students came to appreciate and understand the responsibilities
and commitment required when working as a member of a production
company.
The group also attended an evening performance of “Hibernation” by
Finegan Kruckemeyer at the Dunstan Playhouse.

Drama Year 8-10

Year 10 Drama students in 2021 participated in a Commedia Dell’Arte
workshop with Andrew Crupi. Students learned some of the distinctive
movements and gestures of the stock characters, including Pantalone,
Il Dottore, and Zanni. This led to group performances of scenarios in
costumes and with masks.
A combined group of Year 10 and 11 students went to see the State
Theatre Company production of “Euphoria” by Emily Steele. This
school’s performance allowed students to ask questions of the actors
post-performance. The students received several answers to the most
important question - how do you learn your lines?

YEAR 11 DRAMA
“WHEN THE RAIN
STOPS FALLING”

Congratulations to Melissa Geddie and the Year 11 Drama students for
their production of “When The Rain Stops Falling” by Australian writer,
Andrew Bovell.
The students proudly shared their learning and developing production
company skills with families and invited guests in the school’s Performing
Arts Centre on Thursday, November 18.
Those in attendance were taken on a complex and thought provoking
journey that spanned four generations and two continents. I was left
somewhat perplexed and disturbed by the tangled storylines and some
dark social themes – a testament to the students’ convincing portrayals
of some very complex characters.
Unley’s values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and Community were
embodied by the students as they demonstrated a range of skills
as actors, costume and set designers, publicists, lighting and sound
technicians and co-directors.
Ms Vicki Holland
Visual and Performing Arts Coordinator

Year 9 Drama students created some hilarious moments in their
Melodrama performances using exaggerated movements and gestures
in their portrayals of the Hero, the Villain and the Heroine. In second
semester they performed short plays, “Out of Your Mind” and “Word
Play”. The students had to perform on stage and manage off-stage
roles, including costume, set, lighting and sound.
Year 8 Drama students developed their performance skills through
improvisation and script work. They researched information about
Ancient Greek Theatre and then taught it to the rest of the class.
Ms Melissa Geddie
Drama Teacher
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DESIGN AND
TECHNOLOGY

2021 - THE YEAR OF THE BIG MOVE!
What a massive year it has been! After an incredible effort last year
to accommodate learning in a global pandemic, the entire Design
and Technology team have backed that up in 2021 to take on the
gargantuan task of shifting into the ground floor of Unley’s new threestorey building.

ART METAL

Despite interruptions caused by packing, shifting, unpacking, and setting
up of kitchens, workshops and more, the Design and Technology faculty
continued to offer students engaging, authentic, hands-on learning
experiences across the wide range of subjects we run.
Design and Technology is one of the largest curriculum teams here
at Unley High School and over the last few years we have continued
to grow and offer a rich and diverse range of subjects. From more
traditional workshop areas of Wood and Metal, to newer fields like
Digital Technologies and Photography, to Food and Fibre Technology
subject options like Creative Food Preparation and Textiles across all
year levels, to Barista and Gateway2Trades competency-based training
to support student’s future pathways outside of the school site - we can
guarantee that there is something for every student under the Design
and Technology umbrella!
Regardless of how students have chosen to engage in learning within
the Design and Technology fields, they are always striving to push the
boundaries of their design thinking experience, focusing on building
problem-solving skills and applying their skills and knowledge to the
development of successful products and design solutions.
Looking ahead to 2022, the Design and Technology team have worked
collaboratively to develop fun and engaging entry-level courses for
delivery to the incoming Year 7’s as they embark on their first official
year as part of the secondary school system. We are equally excited to
be introducing Year 10 Robotic & Electronic Systems to further expand
our digital technology offerings and provide another future pathway for
students interested in digital technologies, robotics and engineering.

VET BARISTA

VET D2C PLUS

Ms Bec Prior
Design and Technology Coordinator

GATEWAY2TRADE

Gateway 2 Trades

This year the Gateway 2 Trades program started. The focus of the course
is to give students a practical taste of a variety of trades, to develop
skills and knowledge towards what is required in industry. This is closely
linked with their PLP where they explore pathways: the how to get to
where they want to be.

YEAR 12 FURNITURE

VET CERT 1
PLUMBING

YEARS 8-10
FOOD
Year 8 Food & Fibre

The Year 8 course is a taster of working with Food and Fabric in a
practical technology space. Across the short time-frame, students are
exposed to developing their knowledge and skills in both areas. Food
brings a focus of building kitchen safety skills, how to use equipment
safely and correctly, and exposure to cookery techniques in a range of
recipes. Fibre brings a sustainable focus of how to mend and extend the
life of textile-based items, while also creating items required to carry
things to help students be prepared and organised for each day.

Year 9 Food & Culture

The Year 9 Food & Culture students began their course with a study of
Indigenous Culture and then applying their knowledge in the selection
and preparation of Indigenous foods. The development of the Australian
Cuisine was then followed through an historical perspective and applying
practical skills to preparation of cultural foods.

Year 9 Food & Nutrition

I really enjoyed cooking meals from third world countries. It makes you
realise the food they are given. The subject is overall an amazing subject.
- Jed Vincenzo Anderson
In this semester I learnt how to cut meats and vegetables in a lot of
ways. I learnt many new techniques which have helped me a lot. I
enjoyed making the salted honey cake. Another practical I enjoyed was
the chocolate pudding, self-saucing. The course has taught me many
things about Australia and other countries around the world.
- Chitman Dhindsa
Doing this subject I enjoyed learning how to make salted honey cake
with hazelnut brittle as well as the beef rissoles with creamy mash. I
learnt all about the food crisis which turned out to be very interesting to
learn. Overall I enjoyed this subject and would do it again.
- Holly Grace Bailey

This year the Year 9 Nutrition students undertook a study of the
Australian Dietary Guidelines and nutritional goals for adolescents. They
planned meals for themselves and for athletes, justifying choices to
improve physical performance. Food wastage and sustainability was a
major consideration in all student applications.

Food tech is a very fun subject since it gives you the opportunity to work
in a team while making food from different cultures. It also gives you
the chance to try foods from other cultures and different dishes around
the world. I’ve learnt to work with different people and have improved
my communication skills.
-Tessa Miller

Year 10 Food & Nutrition – student perspectives

This year the fun part of food technology was the practical lessons. I love
the cooking and presenting stages. I had fun creating a meal kit box so
that someone is able to use the student made recipe card and follow
the steps. I learnt the different processes it takes to be able to create
one meal, from the agriculture to the harvest and packaging it for the
supermarket.
- Ruksar Khatun

Through this food tech year I really enjoyed cooking various meals from
different cultures and learning new cooking techniques. I learnt how
to be safer when handling food to prevent bacteria growth and learnt
different ways to prepare vegetables.
- Joshua Zac Matthews
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YEARS 9-10
TEXTILES

LEARNING NEW SKILLS, EXCELLING IN
EXISTING ONES

This year the Year 9 and 10 textile students had the opportunity to learn new skills as well as excel in their existing ones. They were introduced to
new technologies such as the overlocker and the coverstitch machine. This allowed the students to design and construct their garments using more
specialty fabrics such as sheer and stretch. They also had the opportunity to research and investigate different types of fabrics to understand their
properties and make judgements on sustainability. The Year 9’s learnt how to sustainably dye fabrics using natural resources such as fruits, vegetables,
spices and plants from their gardens. The Year 10’s also took part in a charity event which involved them making face masks for staff and students
of Unley High, with proceeds going to a charity of their choice.

Years 9-10 Textiles – student perspectives
“This semester in textiles I learnt many new skills that will be helpful for
me in the future. I learnt how to use an overlocker, how to do different
stitches, how to create pieces of clothing and how to do natural dye. I
enjoyed creating my pyjama shorts and my halter top. Trying something
new with the natural dyes was enjoyable.”
- Chloe Vis (Year 9 Student)
“I enjoyed making and learning how to make shorts for myself. I valued
learning how to use and set up a sewing machine correctly. I mostly
enjoyed using different stitch styles.”
- Jasmine Martin (Year 9 Student)
“During the course of the year in textiles I enjoyed the practicals.
Towards the end of the year we had more freedom, which gave us the
opportunity to design and make a top that is our style. I learnt different
stitching methods and how to use different specialty machines which will
come in handy in the future if I ever need to repair or make something.”
- Olivia Kostoglou (Year 9 Student)
“Textiles was an amazing opportunity to learn some basic skills like
sewing using a machine and by hand. I also learned different types
of sewing techniques like crocheting. I really enjoyed doing textiles
this semester and having more awareness of the types of fabrics and
materials used to create everyday clothing. Ms Trinh is a great mentor
and an amazing teacher.”
- Tessa John (Year 10 Student)
“I learnt how to sew and set up a sewing machine. I enjoyed sewing and
learning new life skills. I enjoyed being taught by Ms Trinh.”
- Maya Charters (Year 10 Student)
“I enjoyed making clothes fitted to me, learning how to sew and
hanging with Ms Trinh!
I learnt how to use the sewing machine, overlocker and new techniques.”
- Paige Caitlin Mellor (Year 10 Student)
“I enjoyed making our own items. I learnt how to make a pattern and
use a sewing machine. I also enjoyed learning basic sewing skills I will
use in life.”
- Sass Carruthers (Year 10 Student)

YEAR 12
CHILD STUDIES
Stage 2 Child Studies has been a rewarding experience for all students in
2021. I have witnessed students extending their knowledge in the field
of child development through antenatal care, canteen food, learning
toys, glycaemic index and Type 2 Diabetes and storybooks. Students
have challenged themselves to not only develop their practical skills but
also increase their intellectual knowledge in the area of child studies.
Students also developed a connection with St Joseph’s School,
Kingswood, where we had the opportunity to work with some of their
students to undertake a group task.

I hope this subject has provided my students with a stepping
stone into whatever field of work they desire post-school.
Mr Brett Simpson
Stage 2 Child Studies Teacher
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YEARS 11 & 12
FOOD AND
HOSPITALITY
Year 11 Food and Hospitality

Year 11 students in 2021 engaged in a range of practical activities,
developing their culinary skills and creative presentation techniques.
Highlights of the course included students preparing a two-course meal
for an invited teacher and excursions to the Central Market and Tiros
Restaurant at Regency Tafe.

Preparation and Presentation in Year 12
2021 was a very busy year for the two Year 12 Food &
Hospitality classes.
Practical tasks were undertaken with enthusiasm and precision, with
all students applying their food preparation and presentation skills to a
high level. Students exhibited especially impressive skills in the selection
and preparation of Small Plates while the Cake Decorating exercise saw
many outstanding designs related to the students chosen theme.
Of significant achievement were the group tasks including Street Foods
and Healthy Breakfast where students invited guests to share their
varied menus and provide feedback based on the appropriate criteria
aligned with that task.
The final task for the year was the Healthy Breakfast which was served in
the new facility, in the Café. This gave students the opportunity to serve
their dishes in an impressive and comfortable environment showcasing
the special ambience of this space.
Ms Lyn Rogers
Food and Hospitality Teacher

SPECIAL
INTEREST
ROWING
ROWING A SPECIAL INTEREST TO MANY

In 2021, approximately 80 students across Years 8, 9 and 10 participated in the Special Interest Rowing classes. The structure of the program allows
students to pursue an interest in rowing alongside their academic studies. The content at each year level aligns itself with the content descriptors
associated with the Australian Curriculum.
As well as participating in fitness and technique sessions on ergometers in the school Fitness Centre, students learn to be confident and resilient
team players through experiences in various boat types at the Torrens. The skill practical pathway prepares students with the knowledge and basic
technical fundamentals of the sport through to tactical and strategic racing. Skill checklists and video analysis provide students with feedback to assist
in skill advancement.
The program also contains a theoretical component to ensure participants have an understanding of factors that affect rowers such as fitness,
nutrition, injury prevention, anti-doping and sport psychology as well as officiating roles associated with the sport.
Following their weekly two-hour session at the Torrens during the return bus trip back to school, students frequently reflect on how lucky they are to
spend their double lesson in the fresh air rather than in a stuffy enclosed classroom. These and other programs at Unley instil the qualities of discipline,
perseverance, pride and teamwork – values that our students will take with them throughout their lives and endeavours.
Ms Anita Hughes
Rowing Class Teacher
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OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

YEARS 10-12 LEARN FROM THE OUTDOORS
Outdoor Education in 2021 saw more exciting and engaging activities and camps undertaken. The three subject teachers, Angie Treloar, Sara
Chapple, and Ryan Miller guided students through a variety of fun and challenging learning opportunities both inside and outside of the classroom.
The students improved their skills in teamwork, collaboration and cooperation, which were put to the test across Years 10-12.
The students participated in outdoor activities such as mountain biking, bushwalking, rock climbing and kayaking camps. As always, the Year 12 class
had an adventure packed year, including a four-day snorkelling camp at Piccaninnie Ponds near Mount Gambier. They also enjoyed some cycling and
kayaking journeys at Burra and the Coorong respectively.
The aim of Outdoor Education is to help students enjoy the outdoors while learning valuable and lifelong skills such as problem-solving, independence,
decision making, resilience and leadership skills. The cohort of students across Years 10-12 displayed the behaviours brilliantly and we look forward
to seeing more students enjoying the outdoors in 2022.
Mr Thomas Keough
Health and Physical Education Coordinator

SPORT
2021 FOCUS

The focus on our school values of Excellence, Respect, Diversity and Community has aimed to build on the culture within our sports programs in
2021. Students in our weekly and Knock Out teams have been expected to attend regular trainings with their coaches leading up to competitions,
with the goal of raising our competitiveness and chances of success. We continue to place a strong emphasis on engaging old scholars, current
students and parents to coach and manage our teams, with the belief that they are more likely to be invested in and care about our programs, given
their connection to the school. Expectations around commitment, respect and communication of students signing up for and participating in our
sports teams have aimed to improve students’ accountability, communication and respect.
The ongoing presence of Covid-19 has seen a resurgence of students looking to engage in a range of sports this year, so it has been great to see so
many students representing Unley High in weekly sports competitions, Knock Out and other sports events and carnivals in 2021.
Thank you

We are able to provide so many sports opportunities for our students
because of the wonderful support we receive from current students,
old scholars, teachers and parents. Particular thanks to our fantastic
Sports Coordinator from the last five years, Tim Shortt, for his ongoing
advice and support, as well as his efforts in coaching a number of our
basketball teams this year. Thanks also to our super helpful teachers
who have volunteered their time to coach, umpire and/or supervise
sports teams and help our sports programs run smoothly – Steve
Bettess, Josh Whitwell, Ashleigh Miller, Matt Jamieson, Nina Sheehan,
Nick Lohmeyer, Tom Keough, Jenny Hall and Sam Kondraciuk. A big
thanks also to our wonderful SSO’s who support our students and sports
programs, in particular Scarlett Johnston, who has provided ongoing
assistance for our sports programs since she joined Unley High in Term
3.
We are grateful to have a number of wonderful parents who have
volunteered a lot of their time to coach and organise sports teams.
Oscar Asbanu continues to work tirelessly with our boys’ soccer teams,
and we also really appreciate the efforts of Kylie Lawrie, Tash Dean,
Sophia McLeod, Tash Dowbnia, Kris Possingham, Simon Luscombe,
Craig Holly and Peter Millard for their work in 2021.

Karagiannis, David Midwinter, Ashleigh Saint-Tucker, Jasmin Earl, Max
Petrusewicz, Aylee Tinsley-Smith, Saswata Giri, Connor McKenzie Hill,
Chloe Armour, Chloe Porter, Jasmine Toner, Olivia Reilly, Alice Vittot,
Paige Holland, Judd Woolman, Simon Samson, Nick Pantelis, Noah
Harvey, Harry Dillon, Paige Mellor, Lily Rosenzweig, Issy Hall, Sass
Carruthers, Dimi Ntafillis, Asha Doughty-Garside, Kasey Bottrill and
Shrishti Naidu.

Weekly SAAS/SACSSGSA/Southern Zone

Weekly sport gives students the opportunity to be active, participate
with friends and try new sports. While weekly sport is competitive,
it aims to provide students with an equal amount of game time and
opportunity to improve their skills. This year we entered 52 teams in
weekly competitions, which involved more than 550 students competing
in Years 8-9 and Open competitions across Terms 1, 2 and 3 and Terms
3 and 4. Sports included cricket, netball, football, soccer, basketball,
indoor soccer, badminton and volleyball.

We had a number of teams win their weekly competitions
this year. Congratulations to the following teams:
•

We are also incredibly appreciative of our old scholars and coaches
who contribute so positively to our sports programs in coaching our
teams. Thanks to Matthew Tan, Nanjie Shen, Lauren Milde, Jasmin
Fettke, Seokhee Lee, Manny Bakas, Boris Chan, Vinny Wijesuriya,
Niahm Davis, Hannah Armour, Shaun Bottrill, Chris Beaty, Lily Gassner,
Hamish Millard, Oliver Neate, Nathan May, Luka Tesanovic, Sean Lee,
Leo Chan, James Yii and Mim Potter.

•

SAAS – Term 2 and 3 Open Boys Soccer (Division 2), Term 4 Year
8-9 Boys Volleyball (Division 2)
Southern Zone – Term 1 Open Boys Volleyball, Term 1 Year 8-9
Girls Basketball, Term 2 and 3 Year 8-9 Girls 9-a-side Football, Term
4 Open Boys Futsal.

A number of students also contributed a great deal of time and effort to
regularly umpire or coach our sports teams. Thanks to - Blake Burgan,
Tasi Asbanu, Anthony Tsecagias, Gerard DeCandia, Tilly Midwinter,
Courtney Willmott, Andile Ndlovu, Alex Nguyen, Daniel Djuric,
Kayla Wong, Sophie Smart, Coco Bergemann, Deni Carruthers, Elleni
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Knock Out

Knock Out sports involve a large range of private and public schools,
providing tough competition across all sports, meaning Knock Out is the
most prestigious of competitions. Unley entered 35 teams and had more
than 380 students represent the school in Years 8-9, Year 10 and Open
Statewide Knock Out competitions across the year, with teams entered
in cricket, netball, football, soccer, basketball, indoor soccer, badminton,
volleyball, touch, softball, hockey, table tennis and tennis.
•

Our Open Girls Badminton team are back-to-back state champions,
having defeated St Peter’s 5-3 in the finals tournament, held at the
Adelaide Badminton Centre. Well done to our champion team Dania Nugroho, Catrina Tan, Krystal Zhong, Lei Li, Michelle Tan,
Keiyona Shankar, Achsa Binu George and Shrishti Naidu.

Congratulations to our other Unley High teams who made
the state finals in the following competitions:
•
•
•

Year 8-9 Girls Basketball (Division 2) – 2nd place
Year 8-9 Boys Touch – 3rd place
Open Mixed Table Tennis – 5th place

Carnivals

There are a number of sports events and carnivals that fall outside of the
regular weekly and Knock Out sports. In 2021, 85 students represented
Unley High in these events. Some of these events, such as the Year 8-9
multi-sport carnival, Year 8-9 mixed netball and surf days, are for fun
and to get students being active and involved in sports that may be
new to them. The other events we entered were Orienteering, Triathlon,
Mountain Biking and Athletics, which are sports that students often
specialise in. We also had our Year 8-9 girls football team compete in a
9-a-side carnival at Adelaide Oval.
•

Congratulations to Gemma Burley, who won the individual Girls
Orienteering Championships and then teamed up with Ella Bruce
to win the Girls pairs Orienteering Championships. Well done also
to our Nitro Schools Challenge Athletics team, who finished third
in the Intermediate (U17) boys division.

Individual Achievements

We have a number of talented athletes at Unley High School who have
achieved some great results outside of school this year in their chosen
sport. Congratulations to the following students on their achievements
in 2021:
•
Jude Mann, Yasmin Nairn, Chelsea Portus and Georgie Twelftree
– state basketball
•
Dania Nugroho and Catrina Tan – Australian badminton
•
Mabel Farrell – state waterpolo
•
Myah Bryce – world champion open hip hop
•
Tara Tregloan – state gymnastics
•
Annalise Simpson – state soccer
•
Stella Dracopoulos – state soccer
•
Ella Bruce – state hockey

Sports Awards

At Unley, we recognise students who contribute significantly to school
sport through a number of awards.
For the Year 12 cohort, students receive the Outstanding Contribution
to School Sport Award for their contributions to sports participation
across their Years 8-12 schooling. Congratulations to the following
students for winning this award and thank you for your efforts over your
time at Unley – Blake Burgan, Tilly Midwinter, Elleni Karagiannis, Gerard
DeCandia, Keiyona Shankar, Deni Carruthers, Coco Bergemann, Tasi
Asbanu, Anthony Tsecagias, Asha Doughty-Garside, Dimi Ntafillis, Max
Petrusewicz, Aylee Tinsley-Smith, Harry Dillon, Lilli-Mae Mavrogiannis,
Rowan Brown and Scarlett Williams.
The Brownhill Creek Good Sportsmanship Award is presented every
year to two Year 12 students who have displayed the highest level of
sportsmanship, participation, achievement and leadership throughout
their entire time at Unley High School. Congratulations to this year’s
winners, Blake Burgan and Lilli-Mae Mavrogiannis.
For the middle school, two Year 9 students are chosen to receive the
Zeland Cup Trophy, in recognition of their sports participation and
efforts across their middle years. In 2021, the deserving winners were
Andile Ndlovu and Addison McLeod. Well done Andile and Addison!
Ms Angie Treloar
Sports Coordinator

SPORT TEAMS
BADMINTON 8-9 BOYS KO

BADMINTON 8-9 GIRLS KO

BADMINTON 8-9 MIXED SAAS

BADMINTON OPEN BOYS KO

BADMINTON OPEN GIRLS KO

BADMINTON OPEN MIXED SAAS
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BADMINTON WINTER 8-9 GIRLS CSG

BADMINTON WINTER OPEN GIRLS CSG

BASKETBALL 8-9 BOYS SAAS

BASKETBALL OPEN BOYS KO

BASKETBALL OPEN BOYS SAAS

BASKETBALL OPEN GIRLS KO

BASKETBALL YEAR 8-9 BOYS KO

BASKETBALL YEAR 8-9 BOYS SZ

BASKETBALL YEAR 8-9 GIRLS KO

BASKETBALL YEAR 8-9 GIRLS SOUTHERN
ZONE

BASKETBALL YEAR 10 BOYS KO

CRICKET 8-9 BOYS SAAS
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CRICKET 8-9 BOYS T20 KO

CRICKET YEAR 10 BOYS T20 KO

FOOTBALL 8-9 GIRLS 9-A-SIDE SOUTHERN ZONE

FOOTBALL 8-9 GIRLS ADELAIDE OVAL CARNIVAL

FOOTBALL OPEN BOYS KO

FOOTBALL OPEN BOYS SOUTHERN ZONE

FOOTBALL OPEN GIRLS KO

HOCKEY OPEN MIXED KO

INTERSCHOOL ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS

INTERSCHOOL SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS

NETBALL 8-9 GIRLS SOUTHERN ZONE

NETBALL OPEN BOYS KO
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NETBALL OPEN GIRLS KO

NETBALL YEAR 8-9 GIRLS KO

NETBALL YEAR 10 GIRLS KO

NETBALL YEAR 10-11 GIRLS SOUTHERN ZONE

NETBALL YEAR 11 GIRLS CSG

NETBALL YEAR 11 GIRLS SOUTHERN ZONE

NETBALL YEAR 12 GIRLS CSG

ROWING ALL YEARS

ROWING CAPTAINS

ROWING YEAR 8 BOYS

ROWING YEAR 8 GIRLS

ROWING YEAR 9 BOYS
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ROWING YEAR 9 GIRLS

ROWING YEAR 10 BOYS

ROWING YEAR 10 GIRLS

ROWING YEAR 11-12 BOYS

ROWING YEAR 11-12 GIRLS

SOCCER 8-9 BOYS INDOOR KO

SOCCER 8-9 BOYS INDOOR SZ

SOCCER 8-9 BOYS KO

SOCCER 8-9 BOYS SAAS

SOCCER OPEN BOYS INDOOR KO

SOCCER OPEN BOYS INDOOR SZ

SOCCER OPEN BOYS KO
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SOCCER OPEN BOYS SAAS

SOCCER YEAR 10 BOYS KO

SOFTBALL 8-9 GIRLS KO

SURFING YEAR 8-9 GIRLS

SURFING YEAR 10-11 GIRLS

TABLE TENNIS OPEN MIXED KO

TENNIS 8-9 BOYS KO

TOUCH 8-9 BOYS KO

TOUCH 8-9 GIRLS KO

TOUCH OPEN BOYS KO

TOUCH OPEN GIRLS KO

TRIATHLON
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VOLLEYBALL 8-9 BOYS SAAS

VOLLEYBALL 8-9 GIRLS CSG

VOLLEYBALL 8-9 GIRLS CSG

VOLLEYBALL 8-9 GIRLS KO

VOLLEYBALL 8-9 GIRLS SOUTHERN ZONE

VOLLEYBALL MIXED 8-9 TERM 2-3

VOLLEYBALL OPEN BOYS KO

VOLLEYBALL OPEN BOYS SOUTHERN ZONE

VOLLEYBALL OPEN GIRLS KO

VOLLEYBALL OPEN GIRLS SOUTHERN ZONE

VOLLEYBALL YEAR 10 BOYS KO
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SPORTS DAY
KYRE THE
CHAMPION HOUSE
ON SPORTS DAY
2021

SPORTS DAY RESULTS

Sports Day was held in Term 1 on Friday, March 5, a wonderful sunny
day. The participation from the students on the day was excellent, with
students from all year levels and house groups getting together to cheer
on and support their friends. As usual, the participation in the hotly
contested novelty events (obstacle course, 100m ergo challenge, tugof-war and spoke relay) was outstanding as students did their best to
tally points for their House. Throughout the day students both enjoyed
and challenged themselves as they ran, jumped and threw their best
whilst cheering on their peers.
The day ran smoothly and came down to the wire with Kyre narrowly
edging out Giles in the relays and taking out the Unley Sports Day Shield.

			
Place
House
Total Points
		
Kyre		2625
1
		
Giles		2476
2
		
Mills		1985
3
4
		
Kitchener		1900

RECORDS
Event				
Old Record
Year 8 Boys Shot Put		Finn Shepherd-Boyd		 12.22m (2001)
Year 8 Girls 800m		Jade Dinan		 2:30.27 (1998)

INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS
Year Level		Winner		Runner-Up			Third Place
Year 8 Boys		
Year 8 Girls		
Year 9 Boys		
Year 9 Girls		
Year 10 Boys		
Year 10 Girls		
Year 11 Boys		
Year 11 Girls		
Year 12 Boys		
Year 12 Girls		

Ajdin Becirovic		
Jade Dinan		
Nate Lessue		
Cassie Butschek		
Sebastian Stephenson
Cameron Murphy		
Harrison Barker		
Alex Ploenges		
Joeli Tavui			
Tilly Midwinter		

Glenry Hicks & Finn Shepherd-Boyd
Georgie Twelftree			
Luey Gardiner			
Addison McLeod			
Chester Decandia			
Lola Payne			
Kye Ottaway			
Myah Bryce			
Rory White			
Aylee Tinsley-Smith			

A big thanks to all staff, students and house captains who helped make
the day so successful. It was terrific to see the spirit of all participants and
the sportsmanship and comradery within the school. Next year brings a
new challenge with a whole new house group and year level, which we
are really looking forward to!
Mr Thomas Keough
Health and Physical Education Coordinator

Zara Branson
Alex Smith
Amani Nunan
Lachlan Wiszniewski & Jude Mann
Sass Curruthers
Jaxson Russell
Sydney Turner
Connor Donnellan
Amelia Empen

New Record
12.94m
2:28.00

ROWING
CLUB
20 UNLEY CREWS
IN HEAD OF THE
RIVER

The South Australian Schools Head of the River Regatta was held on
Saturday, March 20 at West Lakes. This was the first regatta since
Covid-19 restrictions had been imposed that spectators were allowed,
which meant that the atmosphere and volume was far greater than at
any other regatta for the season.
Unley is one of only 15 schools in the state which compete in the sport
of rowing and one of only three public schools, along with Adelaide
High and Norwood-Morialta High. Unley had 95 students take part in
20 different crews and once again competed strongly, ending the day
with three 4th place finishes, four 5th placings and seven 6th placings.
Head of the River marked the conclusion to the most interrupted rowing
season on record.
A huge congratulations must go to all the students, parents and coaches
for their hard work, patience and time in making the 2020-2021 season
run as (relatively) smoothly as it did.
Mr Nick Lohmeyer
Rowing Manager

HEAD OF THE RIVER
A STUDENT’S VIEW

Head of the River is the annual rowing regatta, similar to a grand final
rowing competition where everyone gets a chance to row and race.
The event was held on March 20 at West Lakes. Over 24 schools
including Adelaide High, Scotch College, St Ignatius and Unley High
School met to race. The energy at the event was bustling, crowds full of
chanting, laughter and cheering for each other. There was an abundance
of races including 1000m, 1500m and 2000m races. Students from
Years 7 to 10 participated in the 1000m, Years 9 and 10 did the 1500m
whilst the Seniors did the 2000m.
The first race began at 8.30 am and the event finished at 1pm.
Unfortunately, Unley didn’t win but we had 20 crews complete, over 90
students participating, in which three came 4th position, four came 4th
and seven came 6th out of the 15 schools that took part.
Each school had its own food stall where each person received a
sandwich, cookie and drinks. Unfortunately, because of Covid-19
guidelines, no barbeques were held this year. Head of the River is an
amazing opportunity for rowers to go head-to-head against other
schools and have fun.
Tessa John
(Student)
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LIBRARY

LIBRARY CONTINUES
TO INVEST
The Library in 2021 has continued to invest in new systems and structures
to support student learning and use of the space. The installation of
the new circulation desk has created additional breakout spaces that
have proved immensely popular with a range of students. This has been
complemented by the addition of a Self Service Kiosk.

This year’s Book Week theme was Old Worlds, New Worlds, Other
Worlds. Thank you to everyone who participated in this year’s festivities.
It was great to see so many staff and students come along and show
their love of literacy, reading and community, dressed as their favourite
characters from books, film or TV. Best on ground for the dress-up day
were Rylen “Old Man” Eckermann of 8407 and Dash “T-Rex” Albrecht
of 8408. Special mentions to the “Scooby Doo” squad and our very
own Handmaid, Mrs Holland, Mrs Holden as Mary Poppins, Ms Thomas
as Cho Chang from Harry Potter, Ms Geddie as a “Foxy moron” from
Kath and Kim and the Home Economics gnomes. We can’t wait to do it
all again next year!
The Premier’s Reading Challenge has grown in popularity this year
with students from all year levels engaging with the program. Student
participation in the Library’s programs has been extended into resource
buying with a select group of students from Years 8 to 11 selecting and
purchasing books from Dymocks, Mostly Book and St Georges. This has
formed part of our strategy to further student engagement in the Library
and prepare for the arrival of the International Baccalaureate program
in 2022.
We have also continued to be a leader in the use of online databases,
with the addition of JSTOR - a digital library of academic journals, books,
and primary sources - which is now available to all staff and students.
This has complemented our existing ClickView Online and Wheelers
eBooks and Audiobook databases.

We look forward to welcoming Year 7 students to our space
in 2022.
Mr Adam Neville
Library Manager

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT
PROGRAM

ACCOLADES IN ANOTHER PANDEMIC YEAR
In 2021 the school’s International Student Program has remained in a
holding pattern of sorts. Sixty students from Cambodia, China, Hong
Kong, Korea, Myanmar, Vietnam and Thailand participated in all year
levels, including 18 undertaking Year 12.
With the pandemic continuing, we received only a limited number
of new enrolments. These were students who were already on shore
attending their final year of primary school or who joined us from
interstate. Although spending fewer days in lockdown than in 2020
was positive, all of our international students have been unable to
return home over the holidays for what is now approaching two years
– a testament to their resilience and capacity to make the best of an
unfavourable situation.
From crisis, however, comes opportunity, which in our case has led to the
creation of a number of important initiatives and strategies to support
our international students. This year saw the roll-out of the International
Student Well-being Strategy, designed through interschool collaboration
of international students and leaders, with the intention of providing
mental health and well-being literacy and strategies for international
students.
A suite of school holiday programs ranging from camping expeditions to
flight simulator training sessions was also offered free of charge during
all of the breaks for the state-wide cohort. These highly successful
programs had a huge uptake and will hopefully remain an option long
into the future – especially the International Student Sports Day and the
formal dance and dinner.

Irrespective of the difficulties faced by international students in 2021, it
seemed it was truly a year of accolades for this cohort, with international
students Yan (Mary) Zhan and Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong in the Grand
Final of the UN Model Debating Competition. The latter was also part
of the grand final-winning badminton team. Two of the six Student
Voice Committee office bearer roles were also awarded to international
students (Duc Tuan Kiet (Chris) Bui – Head Prefect and Shuhua (Krystal)
Zhong – Treasurer.

The prestigious Oliphant Award (Dux) this year was shared between
four students, two of whom were internationals - Jaehee (Jay) Jang and
Seongyun (Elliot) Oh. Finally, the 2021 Study Adelaide International
Student Awards saw two students from Unley High School not only win
the International Student of the Year Award (Duc Tuan Kiet (Chris) Bui),
but also the Highly Commended Award for the High School Category
(Shuhua (Krystal) Zhong).

Congratulations to Jay, Elliot, Chris and Krystal!
Mr Shane Peterer
EAL/International/Student Voice

Shane Peterer (left) and Principal Greg Rolton (right) with
Unley’s 2021 Study Adelaide International Student Award
winners Duc Tuan Kiet (Chris) Bui and Shuhua (Krystal)
Zhong.
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CANTEEN

THE HEART OF UNLEY HIGH
They say the kitchen is the heart of the home. The canteen provides that ‘heart’ at school.
Our Governing Council-run canteen has continued to serve our school community in 2021 with food sourced from local
businesses - Temptasian, Vili’s, Mrs D’s Cookies, Dinkum Dogs, Nippy’s and Riviera Bakery - thus supporting the wider
community and providing profits to be re-invested in other school projects.
The canteen managers and staff, Liz, Helen, Kerri and Teng, enjoy serving the school community, providing a wide
range of nutritious foods at very reasonable prices to students and staff. We are very pleased to regularly receive
positive comments from visiting students. We were also glad to welcome back parent volunteers in the second half of
the year and much to the delight of the students, return to some normality after the many Covid-induced restrictions.
We continue to adapt, making small changes to the menu from time to time. This year we have introduced gluten free
muffins from one of our local suppliers and worked with another local business to introduce environmentally friendlier
food containers, a suggestion made by students of the School Environment and Facilities committee.
We’d like to thank all the volunteers, parents and students who have helped this year and wish those leaving all the
best. We appreciate those volunteers who are returning next year and look forward to welcoming some new parent
and student volunteers.
Ms Helen White and Ms Liz Drescher
Canteen Managers

LINK
PROGRAM
LINKING VALUES

For 25 years the Link Program has enabled students living with a
disability to access a secondary education in a mainstream school
setting. Working collaboratively with Adelaide West Special Education
Centre, students’ academic success is facilitated by specialist teachers,
the Link room teacher and SSO’s.
Students who are part of the program attend classes with their year level
peers, and the Link staff support the students as required to participate
in all aspects of school life. This ensures they honour and represent our
school values, on campus and in the wider community.
The value of Excellence is demonstrated through students’ commitment
to lifelong learning with the assistance of specially designed apps and a
collaborative relationship with the Special Education Resource Unit. For
example, a drumming app has made learning to play the drums with a
full drum kit accessible, where students can read and play music with
their peers. Technologically advanced wheelchairs also enable students
to independently move from a seated to a standing position, making
the use of specialised tools in the wood workshop safe and accessible.
Another school value, modelling Respect of self and others, is highly
valued amongst our students. One of the ways this is facilitated is
through the relationships students have with teachers, where flexibility
and an understanding of each student’s learning style is respected and
discussed, to enable students to achieve their academic goals.
A lasting contribution to the school community from a former student
from the Link Program was established this year, with the renaming
and restructuring of the sport Houses. The Red House is now named
Vincent, in honour of Kelly Vincent. Kelly is a playwright, actress and the
youngest woman elected to an Australian parliament. She was the first
to be elected on a disability rights platform and was a member of the
state Legislative Council for eight years. Kelly’s advocacy for education,
equality and social justice sets an example of the expectations and
values held at Unley High School, where diversity is celebrated through
education.
Ms Katina Cacas
Link Program Teacher
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THE NEWSIES
NEWSLETTER

THE NEWSIES
UNLEY LIFE THROUGH STUDENT EYES
The Newsies was started by Sarawee Farhad, who unfortunately moved
at the beginning of this year. She says, “For me, it was because I wanted
to give a different perspective of Unley from the student’s point of view.
Also, let them talk about anything they wanted and put it out in public
on behalf of Unley.”
At first, we decided to call it “the Newsletter Club”. However, we did
not resonate much with the name as it sounded general and dull. Then,
we started brainstorming new names and one of the members, Maya
Grandison, said “Newsies” which is the name of a musical. The rest of
the members thought it was cute but stands out from the rest of the
clubs that are available in Unley High School.
The purpose of this club is to give students, staff and parents a different
perspective, allowing the students to raise their voices and talk about
issues that matter to them to bring awareness. The students get the
opportunity to write what they’re passionate about, whether that be
something happening around the world or something from within the
school. Any student in Unley High, regardless of experience, can join
and learn how to write articles.

The first issue was released in December 2020 in the official school
newsletter. This gave us the opportunity to understand the process and
formatting behind the articles, especially the staff who helped us with
processing them. The formatting of the newsletter is done in a way that
the reader thinks of it as actual news from the students’ perspective with
images of course. The minimum word count for an article is 200 words
but most students extend that which is great to see since they’re sharing
something they are passionate about.
As of December this year, we have published five newsletters with two
official Newsies releases in Terms 3 and 4, thanks to Ms Stanton. These
newsletters can be accessed via school email, Daymap and the school
website under Newsletters.

I would like to invite anyone who’s interested in The Newsies
to have a try next year when we start it again!
Tessa John
Student

Members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tessa John
Tamara Jakovljevic
Maya Grandison
Achsa Binu George
Riya Sajith
Alec Bastiras
Karina Heinson
Sofia Leo
Lucia Nippress
Annabelle Rundle
Mohammad Abazly
Isabel Mayer
Aimee Wright
Peter Morrison

TECH
SUPPORT

IT WAS TIME FOR AN UPGRADE
With the introduction of a new three-storey building and refurbishment
of the main building at Unley High School, our ICT Infrastructure has
had a serious and long overdue upgrade.
As we move into 2022, there is still a lot of upgrade work to do to
continue making sure ICT delivery to the classroom at the school is at
its optimum. We are most fortunate to have a good leadership team
that understands and supports the value of ICT and its delivery to the
classroom.
Our IT Team now has four permanent staff managing the needs of
our ever-growing teaching and learning community and, with the
introduction of the Year 7 Cohort in 2022, we look forward to supporting
the Year 7 cohort transition into a great school.
Mr Konrad Date
Computer Systems Manager

WELLBEING

NEW WELLBEING CENTRE MARKS 2021

It has been another busy year in Wellbeing. The biggest news of the year was the building of the new Wellbeing Centre. This has been designed as
place where students can come for support, and a safe place where they can be comfortable and heard by trusted adults.
We have also had changes in staff. Mr Lee joined the Wellbeing Team after Mr Hall went on leave in Term 1. Chris, the new Pastoral Care Worker
has joined the team, and there have been two UniSA Social Work students, Annya in Semester 1 and Penny in Semester 2. There will also be a new
female Wellbeing Leader starting in 2022 as Ms Charlesworth is retiring at the end of 2021.
The Wellbeing team has worked with students from all year levels. There have been a range of events including celebrating Reconciliation Week and
the Design-a-thon focusing on youth mental health with Unley Council.
Many students have been to visit the Wellbeing Leaders for subject changes, pathway advice, help with personal problems and friendships, and
support with their mental health. There have been two Year 8 girls groups designed to help the participants make more helpful decisions and cope
with difficult circumstances.
Ms Lynn Charlesworth
Student Wellbeing Leader
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DUNGEONS AND
DRAGONS
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS
ENJOYS AN ACTIVE YEAR

Covid-19 has been a curse for many, but has caused something of a boom in role playing game circles! The young Unley High School D&D Club
has enjoyed an active year of fun, companionship and adventure! Evil has been vanquished, rewards have been gained and our students’ character
avatars (PC’s) have grown in experience and skills.
Why play D&D? Well, why not? Students who play are forced to work through ethical mathematical and social situations – both real and ‘in-game’
in order to achieve their goals. It is used in many educational institutions as a higher-order-thinking strategy for gifted students, but is also very
accessible and enjoyable for students who struggle to socialise with their peers in all settings. We are a supportive and caring group with a common
interest.
This year saw us with 37 students on our books, although not all were regular gamers. Even so we have had four groups who, by the end of the
year, were still meeting regularly. There was the ‘independent’ Year 10 group, a Year 8 group run by one of our Year 9’s (Thomas Moyle-Croft – you
champion!), and I took two groups as well – a junior group (Year 8’s) and a seniors (Years 10 and up) group. I’d also like to acknowledge the work
of Jonah Kourbelis who has been playing in two groups and undertaking an informal Game Masters course as we worked together to run one of
the junior games.
We are hoping to expand further next year and although I already find my lunch hours pretty full, I’m hoping that some of our current gamers can
donate a lunch-time per week to run a game for a junior group. With 540 Year 7’s and 8’s coming in next year, we can expect – even with only a
5% uptake – a major rise in numbers, so I’ll need all of the help I can get!
The UHS D&D Club is looking forward to a big 2022. There is even the possibility of a D&D-based SACE course being set up next year for 2023,
which could be a great opportunity for many of our students to get those all-important SACE-points whilst doing and learning about something they
already really enjoy.
Mr Stephen Bettess
Dungeons and Dragons Manager
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at
lunch.
HOSTED BY THE GSA

Wear it Purple Day is
an annual LGBTIQA+
awareness day
especially for young
people, based in
Australia. Supporters
wear purple to
celebrate diversity
and young people
from the LGBTIQA+
A+
community.

COME FOR RAINBOW
CHALK WALK AND FREE
PINS AND RIBBONS!

A YEAR FULL OF JOY

This year the Gender and Sexualities Alliance has run numerous fun and
exciting events! Unley’s GSA is open to all year levels. A burst in member
numbers and a new location has prompted an increase in activity.
To begin, the GSA ran a stall on Sports Day where Zooper Doopers
were sold. The day was hot and the icy sweets were bought almost
immediately. The money collected went to fund the purchase of several
pride pins with pronouns, sexualities and romantic orientations on
them. Later, those pins were given away in the Rose Garden as a way to
promote self-identity at the school.
To spread awareness of what each sexuality and romantic orientation
meant, I put together a pride term poster that was hung around the
school so that people could read and be informed. The poster was so
popular that SHINE SA (Sexual Health Information Networking and
Education) approached me asking to share the poster around.
As the year went on, the students in the GSA worked on a GSA calendar
for 2022 and tackled aspects of the school uniform policy in conjunction
with the Student Wellbeing leaders. When Wear It Purple Day came
around, the GSA organised a stall in the Rose Garden to promote a
rainbow chalk walk where students and teachers alike could come
together to decorate the stone path with words of encouragement and
pride flags.
Overall, the year has been full of joy and we look forward to seeing the
new Year 7’s and 8’s come to the school and contribute to making the
environment a safe space for everyone!
Tamara Jakovljevic
Student
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BLUE SKY
COMMITTEE
SUN SETS ON BLUE SKY

This year Blue Sky started with a barbecue on Sports Day, which raised $500. This was divided between The Smith Family who help needy school
students in SA and around Australia, and the Country Education Foundation of Australia. Students worked hard and the vegie burgers and sausages
were appreciated, hopefully contributing to some great sports results on the day. Jordan participated in some United Youth Activities and forums
and shared about these.
A few years ago, the Blue Sky school in Nepal was destroyed by an earthquake. This meant funds and the direction of the group altered to support
underprivileged children with their education. Hence the two groups we donated to this year.
As Student Voice Council has now taken fundraising on board as one of their groups, the Blue Sky Committee decided there was no need to continue.
It has finished with a great record of contributing to others, helping those they will never know and helping local students. Much of the driving
force for this group has been Mr Marino. We want to thank him for his tireless efforts in the past. We want to thank all students and staff who have
contributed to fundraising and other activities. Most of all we want to thank the students who have served over the years in this group. A wonderful
effort is rewarded by knowing you have given to those who need it. Keep finding ways to give and keep your wonderful generous attitudes.

Well done Blue Sky Committee, for the years of hard work and thank you.
Ms Sally Clarke
Blue Sky Convenor

GREEK PARENTS
COMMITTEE
GREEK COMMUNITY IS PART OF UNLEY
On Wednesday, March 24, in collaboration with the Modern Greek
language teachers and students, the Unley High School Greek Parents
Committee hosted the annual Greek Independence Day morning
tea. During recess Unley staff enjoyed Greek coffee and sweets while
watching students perform traditional Greek dances in the George
Cresswell Hall. This was followed by a fundraising Souvlaki barbecue
for the whole school at lunchtime. The atmosphere around the Rose
Garden was electric as the students engaged in another performance,
while others participated in student-led activities which were organised
with the help and encouragement of their teachers and the Student
Voice Council.
Unfortunately the annual Greek Spring Dance was not held due to
Covid restrictions. On a happier note, we must acknowledge that this
didn’t dampen the spirits of our wonderful students and their teachers,
who decided to organise a showcase for our school community in the
Rose Garden on Thursday, September 16. The student performances on
the day were lively and entertaining!

Special thanks to Modern Greek language teachers, Eliana MappouridouHockley and Kathy Xanthis, for their unwavering encouragement
and support of students. Also, to Year 12’s, Eleni Sremcevic, Demi
Kountourogiannis and Dimi Ntafillis for being the Greek Dance Captains
this year.
Our committee is about inclusiveness and while we strive to support and
promote Greek language and culture, we also see it as our responsibility
to give back to the community. Therefore, we would like to thank all of
the students, staff and parents who helped facilitate this in 2021.

We look forward to seeing you all in 2022!
Ms Ourania Ntafillis
Chairperson
Greek Parents Committee
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ARCHIVE

PRESERVING UNLEY’S STORY
The Archivist role at Unley as I see it is mainly about storage and
preservation, ordering, creating accessibility, disposal of documents,
understanding the school’s collection and displaying objects.
This year, my first full year as the school’s Archivist, has been a
challenging and successful one.
The challenges have included working around the school re-build, for
example moving more than one hundred archive boxes and items from
the print room compactus to Room 314 in Term 1, then back again in
Term 3!
In spite of the challenges, it’s been possible to complete or make
substantial progress on a number of important tasks.
I am relieved to report that the very oldest items in the school’s collection
are now well protected and ordered.
Four fragile print photographs, the oldest of which was taken in 1916,
are now protected from further damage, and have been digitally copied.
The Archive’s hundreds of yearbooks and magazines are also sorted and
boxed. The oldest is the first issue published in 1919. We have examples
of almost every issue since then, sorted chronologically into 22 archive
boxes. In some years when the school year consisted of three terms,
Unley produced three magazines a year.
Then there are the several thousand old student admission cards. The
oldest we have is for students born in 1912. These cards are now
ordered and boxed, and also the students’ basic information transcribed
into electronic format. In 2022, partly to ensure their long-term survival,
we plan to remove these cards off-site to the school’s contracted storage
facility. Regrettably over the years a large number of these cards have
been lost. Fire, water, insects, vermin, sub-standard storage and poor
tracking during movement can all be disastrous.
The processing of the thousands of other documents and items is now
also underway. Most of these tasks should be completed by the end of
next year.

Thank you to those this year who have donated wonderful
items of school memorabilia to our collection.
It’s also been my pleasure in 2021 to create displays in the school’s new
Reception and Student Services areas, assist with editing and writing
the “Stories from the Archive” column for the school Newsletter, to edit
this Yearbook, and complete other tasks including submissions on the
desirability of a new House system and new Old Scholars entity.
As an Old Scholar (1971-1975), it’s wonderful to be back at Unley,
serving the school in this way. The first of countless thousands of words
I have had published in my career was in this publication in 1974, when
I was in Class 417. It has come full circle.
Mr Stephen Murphy
Archivist
Editor

OLD SCHOLARS

ACTIVITY CONTINUES DESPITE NO
ASSOCIATION – BUT WATCH THIS SPACE!
There is a continuous stream of contact between the school and its vast
Old Scholars community.
It’s a tradition that dates back more than a century to the founding of
the first Unley High School Old Scholars Association in 1914, just four
years after the school opened.
In 2021, our alumni has taken on a new significance, with the approval
of new House names all of which are those of Old Scholars.
Whilst currently there is no old scholars association, our former students
– often from long ago – continue to remember their formative years at
Unley, sometimes fondly!

For example, in November there was an enquiry from a former student
who wished to obtain copies of the Yearbooks from 1961, 1962, 1963
and 1964. It turns out we also had her original student card, which we
were able to show her.
In December, we welcomed back to the school David Fraenkel who
graduated in 1977 and became a senior medical specialist. We had also
sent David copies of the yearbooks from 1973 to 1977.
The school also receives material donations on a regular basis. In
November we were gifted the school blazer, with Prefect’s badge still
attached, of former prefect Dean Shakes who attended between 1955
and 1957. We also received sporting cups for the school in 1955, 1956
and 1957, which Dean won in each year.
Class reunions also continue to be organised, often on milestone
anniversaries. Earlier this year it was the turn of the Class of 1991. Thirty
years later we welcomed back to the school the Head Prefect of 1991,
Barnaby Eaton.
Although there is currently no old scholars association, moves are afoot
to introduce an entity that can be sustained over the long term.

Hopefully there will be good news to report in next year’s
Yearbook.
Mr Stephen Murphy
Archivist and Old Scholar
Editor
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STAFF
SOPHIE
AITKEN

MIRIAM
ASTLE-PHILLIPS

MICHAEL
BAMMANN

MATTHEW
BARNES

WAYNE
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AMANDA
BENNETT

STEPHEN
BETTESS
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SARAH
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ANDREW
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NARELLE
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SANDRA
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SALLY
CLARKE
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COBIAC
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COSTANZO

KONRAD
DATE

KIMBERLEY
DODD
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MARTIN
ELLIS

TIM
EVANS

GILL
FORSTER

SUSAN
FRYAR

MELISSA
GEDDIE

JEN
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ALEX
GILMORE

EMAN
HABIB

ANDREW
HALL

JENNY
HALL

RACHEL
HARTVIGSEN

JAMES
HEMPHILL

PETA
HODGSON

DEBRA
HOLDEN

PHILIPPA
HOLLAND

VICKI
HOLLAND

CAROL
HOLLIS

TOM
HURR

MATT
JAMIESON

JENNY
JOHNS

IBI
KANELLOS

THOMAS
KEOUGH

JANE
KETTLE

MARIA
KILLIS

DAVID
KING

SAMANTHA
KONDRACIUK

MARY
KONTOS

MARIA
KVOPKA

KERRYN
LANGMAN

JAMIN
LEE

NICK
LOHMEYER

SHARRON
LUNNISS

KIRSTEN
MACDONALD

ELIANA
MAPPOURIDOU-HOCKLEY

CHRIS
MARTIN

BROOKE
MCINTYRE

ANNE
MCKINLAY

DAVID
MESSER

ANDREW
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ASHLEIGH
MILLER

RYAN
MILLER

IRENE
MONTE

SALLY
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CLARE
NAPOLI

ADAM
NEVILLE

DARRYL
OLIVER

MICHAEL
O’TOOLE

ANNE
OWEN

ANGELA
PAPAS

EMILY
PATERSON

MARISA
PELUSO

JANE
PENDLEBURY

AMY
PERKINS

SHANE
PETERER

FIONA
PETTINAU

ANGI
PREGARC

BEC
PRIOR

MELNA
PUTHIYEDATHU

SOPHIE
QIN

LINDY
QIU

SHARON
ROBERTSON

TIM
ROBINSON

LYN
ROGERS

GREG
ROLTON

JOE
ROSMINI

GEMMA
SALVESTRO

BRETT
SCHENK

NINA
SHEEHAN

BRETT
SIMPSON

MELANIE
SIMPSON

ROD
SMITH

ANNETTE
SMYTH

ALYCE
SPICER

PRISCILLA
STANTON

MICHELLE
STEEL

LISA
STEPHENSON

LIZZIE
TAYLOR

CHRISTINA
TEDESCO

MAILYN
THOMAS

REBECCA
THOMSON

ANGIE
TRELOAR

MARJORIE
TRINH

ALLI
TURNER

JO
VAN DER ZWAAG

NADINE
VENNING

ANDY
VINTER

GREG
WALDECK

ADAM
WALLACE

TOBY
WATTS

ANDREA
WAUER

RICHARD
WHAITES

CHRIS
WHITE

BRENDAN
WHITTENBURY

JOSH
WHITWELL

LENORE
WILD

LEIGH-ANNE
WILLIAMS

CLAIRE
WILSON

EMMETT
WOOD

ANDY
WOODEN

KATHY
XANTHIS

ROBERT
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